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AL1JUQUEKQUE,

NEW MEXICO,

WEDNESDAY

NEWLANDS AS

Conditions in Naples and Neighborhood N0
Grow in Appalling

Railroad Grant

Lands-So-

New Mexico Postmasters
Are Appointed.
Washington.

D.

ator Newlands

C, April

11.

Sen-

route to Colorado.
Forfeiture of Railroad Lands.
The senate committee on public
lands today authorized a favorable report on the house bill, providing for
tht. forfeiture of titles to rights of
way across public lands acquired by
railroads under the act cf 1875. when
railroads projected
were not built
within the five year limit fixed by
Many thousands of miles
law.
of
railroads were projected and not
built and plans on file in the general
land office places clouds on tha titles
of the land Involved.
To Set Vot3 for Rate Bill.
response to the request by Till-nii- r.
to fix the time for taking the
vol:- - on the rate bill. Aldrich express
ed the opinion that before the end of
ihe week speeches will be so far dis
posed of as to enable the senate to
foresee the end :f the general tiiseus-.-iun- .
Retention of Isle of Pines.
When senate nut today the resolution of the Illinois legislature endorsing the permanent retention of
"the Isle of Pines as American territory was read.
Among bills was one authorizing
".h.sale :? public land to Johnson
county. Wyoming, far the purpose of
a pu':r farm.
Watch Trust ll'ustrated.
The watch trust and its methods
were further illustrated In the senate
Today through a speech .by Terrell,
who answered the address of Rainey.
He admitted that the Waltham company, in order to compete with the
Swiss watchmakers who employ chap
lalor In Europe, wbs compelled ..to
.sell cheaper abroad than, at 'home ia
order to establish a trade.
-

IN THE HOUSE.
cial to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, I). C, April 11. The
petition by miners for the right to hold

ip

claims upon railroad grants, having
received favorable recommendation
from the secretary of the interior,
Delegate Andrews drew a bill to that
effect, which he presented to the
house today, and which was referred
to the public lands committee.
The following postmasters were appointed tcday:
Hondo, Lincoln county, New Mexico, Caroline F. Vorweck, vice Mary A.
Whorton, resigned.
Wagon Mound, Mora county, Emma
Marlin, vice Patrlca Gonzales, resigned.
)

DRY DOCK DEWEY
BROKE J.OOSE AGAIN.
Washington, D. C, April 11. Dry
dock Dewey u.roke its t?w lines in
the Mediterranean sea off Malta and
drifted about in a storm for twenty-thre- e
hours, but It is now again in
control of the vessils which are triw-;n- -

her.

n

'

GOOD ROADS CONVENTION
AT BUFFALO, NEW YORK.
Buffalo. N. V., April 11. The sec-- "
ond Good Roads convention held unci
of the board of
the
Dned at the city hall this
morning whh a large attendance. The
session was opened by William E.
Glass, who is acting as temporary
chairman eif tin' convention. Mr. Norman K. Mart, is the permanent chairman. Mayor Adam delivered an address of wcleciiH". Among the speakers Mho delivered addresses at the

it

were Chairman
morning
session
.lames D. Wilson of the hoard of suEngineer Ibshl,
County
pervisors.
p.
DcpiHy Sta'e Lns'int'T Edmund
Van Hoe-eS.ieci.il Examiner Frank
I). 1..vens a..
A'torney Arthur Warmom
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SOUTHWESTERN

OPERATORS

Meet in Kansas

City-App-
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9

T

to President Roosevelt
For Assistance.

ilole-gai.'-

.s

er

Repre-enta- t
ive C. li. I.amli.-RepI ( selll.ilive A. I.. Brick are
t buied
for presiding Oif'iCels of 1M"
con el;t loll, one
tcuipni arv. the
Miter
peniiiuiea: ch.iii man. A: the
meotin
ibis afternoon th" chairniati
:.i d' '.iv r the iipeni'ig adrr.-.-sehh h
tu.-i:-

"ill Lis the k .,!!:. e
campaign. Seve ral

It

th" coh.lig

nt r. ;ail.l
at , s i:.a.'
ail tnatois an. I rep!
l
a
deliver a l', ss. s. Tin- i,
oi
will I." .h".o'.-i..
'o Hie leports of the various c.iii-:n- :
"
and their cons! ! rati; it. No
t.o::.::!at ions will be made.
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Westminster.

"r?t

St. reterAburg, April 11. Strand, a
conservative liberal newspaper, today
says It has learned from high authority, that the emperor has declined to
accent premier Wltte'g resifrnatlon.

DID

I FALL. OR

WAS

PUSHED?

I

KING MEN ELI K SENDS
GOLD VOTIVE OFFERING.

'

London, April 11. A beautiful gold
cross, presented to the dean and
chapter by the Abyssinian 'envoy on
behalf of the Emperor Menelik, han
been set up on the altar in King Henry the Seventh's chapel, WeBtmlsister
Abbey. It is Intended as a votive offering for King Edward's recovery
from the severe Illness which made the
postponement of his coronation neces
sary.
CONVENIENT SHAVINO FOR
MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT.
Ixmdon, April 11. For a good many
years tho arrangements for enabling
tho members of the house of commons
to be shaved and to have their hair
cut and dressed without leaving tho
Palace of Westminister have remained unchanged. Hut now, as stated by
Mr. Hsrcourt in answer to Mr. Patrick O'Brien, the charges have been
reduced by exactly one half. In deference to the representations of some
cf tho newly elected members. Hitherto members have had to pay tho
following rates: For hair cutting 1
shilling; for a shave, six pence. Now
the charges are six pence for hair
dressing and three pence for a shave.
The hairdressers, under an arrangement wMh the West-en- d
firm of
Messrs. Slater, by whom they are employed, attend at the house of commons frorq an early hour in the morning until 8 o'clock In the evening. The
room provided for them Is near the
smoking room, and is one of the suite
of bathrooms and dressing rooms on
the Terrace" level. - In the hairdressers' room, a comfortable nnd cheerful
apartment, fitted with all the usual
appliances, members may, as in similar places outside, purchase collars,
ties and shirts.

y

Should Elijah Visit Zion Things Trustees Paid Him Only One Fourth.
Happen Which

Might

Now Demands Rest of

All

Would Regret.

Commission.

Chicago. April 11. Attorney E. U.
Wetten, who Is conducting Powie's
lepal affairs, said today that he had
advised Dowie to leave Chicago and
go south again. "Both sides at Zion
City," said Wetten, "are so excited
that If IKiwIe was to return there
things might happen which all would
regret later. I hare, therefore, advised him not to visit Zion City and
he will rnot go there for mime time."
DowU Make Statement.
Dowie, who Is still In the city, today authorized a brief statement. In
it he announced that he was peuceful
anil was confident of ultimate vindication In all points cf the present
crisis. The declaration wag also made
that he was receiving material support from outside sources.

New York, April 11. Amos W. Atwell has brought suit against Major
General Grenville W. Dodge for the
recovery of $25,000, which, the complainant claims. Is oue him as commission. Shortly after the victory of
Admiral Dewey at Manila bay on May

'.

FARMERS OF TEXAS ARE
BOOSTING FARM VALUES.
San Antonio, Texas, April 11. SevElks'

Sample suits for the local
marching club at the big convention
to be held in Denver in July can be
seen ut the clothing store of Ii. L.
Washburn nnd M. Mandell, and the
local antlers are well pleased with
The
the samples on exhibition.
special committee will show them at
jthe regular meeting of the Elks this
evening, when the selection as to style
and color will be either approved or
rejected. Tue Citizen Is in a position
GOOD TEMPLARS OF MAINE
say that the lodge will accept the
NOW IN SESSION. to
decision of the special committee, and
11.
April
The
Waterville, Me.,
in a very short time local loys, who
ghth
annual session of the grand will participate In the march at the
Maine
lodge of Good Templars
of
convention, will )e called upon to have
opened here this morning at Modern their measures taken.
meeting
will
Woodmen's hall. The
Arizona Marching Club.
last two days. The attendance is unTho Bisbee Review, of recent date,
usually large.
says: "George W. Summers, secretary
of the Arizona Elks' Marching club,
which will represent the different
lodges of Arizona at the grand lodge
meeting In Denver in July, is in El
Paso this week, where he is securing
members for the marching club from
the ranks of tho members of El Paso
Lodge, No. 187, who signified their
willingness to go with the Arizona
Elks. East week a complete uniform
was received by Gale Campbell, president of the club, and placed on exIn the shove
hibition
window
of
Schwartz Bros., on Main street. The
marching uniform made an Instantaneous hit.
It Is mad'' of white
broadcloth, Prince Albeit style, utul
white vest, and the lapels tif the coat
faced in purple. White t auvas shoes
and a white silk plug ha complete the
uniform.
"During the past w eh numerous
The convention will reassemble at U
o'clock tomorrow morning, to nomi- inquiries have been r. five. I from
for ibe following Elks f!m all over the t".rlliry renate candidates
state' ntllces: Secretary of state, audi- questing particulars as o. the cost of
tor of state, slate treasurer, attorney membership. The cos of everything
general, clerk of the supreme court, to Elks, who go on thtrain,
superintendent of publ.c instruction, Including uniform, boo accommodaTo
state geologist, slate statistician, one tions, for ibe round tr.p, is $7.V
judge of the supreme court for tne Eiks who furnish t!:t:r own transporFirst district, cue judge ,,f the su- tation to Denver and r. imi the nit in- 1' Is now
preme court for ike I'mmI'i d ;;':i(t. lieishij) in the ci is i"-two judges of the ap,ie;i-.'- e
court for 'enflilently exp c ! lha' the Elks'
the Kirst district am! tune jinU'. s of Marching club trcm Aii.ua will l,e at
the appellate court for the second '!'- -' east 15U ttrc..:g."
BALL SEASON

OPENS IN THE SOUTH.
Atlanta, Ga.. April 11. The session
of the Southern League of llase Uall
clubs' opens today with games in this
city and lilrmingham. The local team
will play here today against' the Montgomery" team, while the Birmingham
and Nashville teams will play at Bir
mingham, Alabama.
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St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis. Mo., April 11 Wool mar-

ket, steady and unchanged.

1, 1SIIS, and after the, return of Admiral Dewey and his Ueet. Mr. Atwell
VropoHed to the officials of Norwich
university that
as u
fund 4e raided
'
memorial to the admiral and his
achievement. Norwich university was
tho school at which Admiral Dewey
received his early training.
It was
formerly at Norwich, Vt., but. subsequently moved to Northfleld, Vt. According to the complaint, the proposition of Mr. Atwell was that he would
collect the fund, but was to receive GO
per cent thereof for his time nud
trouble. This, It Is alleged, was accepted by the board of trustees and
Mr. Atwell, he alleges, was so fortunate as to raise $loo,ooo. Of this
amount, it Is stated. $50,000 was given
by Andrew Carnegie.
The complaint alleges that the
plaintiff received his allotted fifty per
cent commission on the $50,000 raised
exclusive of Mr. Carnegie's gift, but
his commission on that gift was denied him. He urged the trustees to
comply with the agreement but he alleges, this was refused. For that reason the suit was brought against General Dodge, as president of the board
of trustees. It is expected that the
suit will be argued on the calendar
In the supreme court.

INTERESTING DATA ABOUT
THE USE OK MACHINE GUNS.
Washington. D. C, April 11. Thu
military information division has been
accumulating much data concerning,
machine guns, and has prepared a
general staff bulletin in the form of a
pamphlet on the subject,
dealing with the tactical use of such
ordinance. The material consists, for
the most part, of translations, made
by army oflicers of foreign comment,
to which has been added information,
niade by military attachees who accompanied the Russian and Japanese,
armies In the field. It is Interesting
to observe that the Russians have
lost confidence in the machine guns,
probably largely for the reason that
they sacrificed eight pieces at the
Yalu, while the Japanese came into a
high appreciation or the weapon for
the damage the RusHian guns wrought
in succeeding engagements, especially
Lead and Copper.
at the battle of Nanshan Hill. The
New Y:rk. April 11. Lead, quiet results obtained with machine guns
and unchanged; copper, firm and un-- i have Increased the military favor for
changed.
that ordnance, loth on account of the
physical and moral effect in engagements.

MILLIONS

TWO

WORTH

200-pa-

TENNESSEE VETERANS

OF

HOLD

ENCAMPMENT.

Chattanooga,

Tenn., April 11. The
twenty-thir- d
annual encampment of
the department of Tennessee, Grand
Army of the Republic, opened here
this morning at the Grand Army hall.
The attendance nt the opening meeting was unusually large. The announcement that Corporal James Tanner, commander In chief of the Grand
Army of the Republic, would be in
attendance at this state encampment
and would be the principal speaker ut
the campflre this evening, attracted
an unusually large number of veterans to this city. Only routine matters were transacted during the morn-in- n
session today. The council of
adni.'nisl ration held a meeting this
Hi, li?i;s. as Apollo hall, and was variaudit the accounts of tho
ously known as New 'comb's hall and foieiiooii to
quartermaster general.
the St. James theater ami used for assistant
The Woman's Relief Corps of
concert and minstrel pertoi mances.
is holding its annual convenIn 173 the late Auviusiiu Hali- be-came manager of that theater ami tion here at the same time. The local
have made extensive preparanamed the new house the Fifth ave-- I pots
tions for this encampment and the
nue. On January 2, Iv .. the iheaierl men
and woman al tending the enwas destroyed by lir.-At the time of
the fire? the uliraciloii was I'amiy campment will be well entertained.
Davenport's production of Sarloii's DOG SHOW NOW IN FULL
"Cleopatra." In I!:' the ilea'cr was
BLAST IN LOS ANGELES.
rebuilt and since then ii has been enLos Angeles. Cal., April 11
The
larged and extensiw'iy improved.
annual dog show under the auspices
was one of the many of the Southwestern Kennel club of
I'eter (Ji;.-,eobi time inerchanis of this city who I. os Angeles opens
today at the
made large sums of money from real Chutes pink. The here
of entries
essate ventures. He was horn at Hof-r- , is larger than ever number
In fore and some
Province of Jutland, Denmark, in exceptionally fine doi:s are on exhibiHll and died in lh:-- i cily on August tion. The bench show will last four
H, 187:1.
He aine to this idly ill
i!as and is attracting a great deal of
friendless niul almost penniless. lie aMenutiyn among dog lovers throughsecured employment in a niano fac out the state.
tory ,!ind saved each week part of 111
wage--- , until be w is able lo I'liga-Jin
Bridge Jumper Rescued.
V w Yon;. A;uil
IliS lir
- Nat ban Isaacs
business ven'me
was the
Mv j:iin,iid from tl.,. middle of tho
of the stock of a retail tobacco merchant
Willi this be 'ii'er
snan of the Williams', nig
opened a Ml. all S'l.le !h till- l!nW"f.l t
in' i Fa si river. l.T, fe. t below
'
inI.nt. r
move
as
to ConhiU'li street '
quickly lak.-rrom the
' er bv
and Hroadway. Then l.e begin t" in- t:ie crew cf a ferry boat,
v
his money in real estate and at li - clothing was torn to
r:!.!. ns.
lie time of bin ilea h oaihiI a graii s.;. e.s torn from his feet and hi was
,
deal ol
in- .i!na!i!e propei-tyiy
Jerri!.!.. hr.i!e,
the impai
nitb.
eluding tl.e GlNey holloe. h e ( 'oh tlla
'he j'i r. lie iii.iv recover. Isaacs
iio.i,,. the I'l'ih Avenue thoa'.r and! male ih.. leap during the morning
an oil ce huialiiu at 1'ioit t 'audi
nihil, and scores vt people witnessed
and Hroadwaj.
his drop iiilo the riv r.

PROPERTY IS SOLD

This Only Beginning of Gilsey Real Estate
Sale, All Made in Business

in New
York and Sold by Executors.

April 11. This after
instalment of the valutnte holdings belonging to
es'iile, will lie sold at iiuc- -

Vurk.

New

noon

lii'M

able nil!

llu i' .,..tioti In

-

Kcniiclly at tinrab-ooiii.s on Ycsey si reel,
of Henry ami John
o
of the estate. The first
sey.
li.offered for sale will be
I'iftli avenue theater build-- i
r'
I'roi-noithwest corner of Twen-- f
iiiL'. at
and Hroadway.
SeMT.ll ie.U es'a'e experts value llie
In the
property at aboil! $J,oihi,ihiii.
stores and
theater' 1'iiil'lini! arThe buiiding occupies a plot
fronting l'.'i!" feet on Itroadwav anil
The length
1S!i le, ; on :'Mh street.
of the north line of the plot Is 151.::
feet and lie West line .H. feet. The
7 .' "
sriuiire
plot comprises about
of the property held
feet. The lea.-bv 1' I' 1'roi'ior is not for a long term
buys the property will
and ve
ahltear dow u t he buililiiiL'
SOU I.I
s place a modem, lad
and el'
with store.--, on the
Olli.e
The west end of the
i! round
a few feet of the
nloi v.
of the S.:h ave-- e
.i,:lddi Morton
Mil '1
re, i t nn-- ;r
nue
jus! l'.i.rtli
nel.
'.Ii line
lu a'
Of l'leC
Kx-

1..

hi

Gil-uio- rs

i

,

I

?

1

c
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eral thousand farmers and homeseek-erfrom northern states are assembled hire to take part In the blgcon-- :
venli .n called by the Nortaern
association, and, incidentally.!
become acquainted with the advantages which Texas offers to farmers
and homeseekers. This is the second
of these conventions, the first one hav- lug been held with great success In
Galveston. The railroads of Texas1
and all the commercial and Industrial organizations of the state, are
plan, from
sir ngly supporting th
in;
which they expect great results
bringing a desirable class of settlers;
to this state.

Left Nurse a F ortune.
Rockville Center, I.
April 11
Soiuh luouilm a.i;,)
k IMher
Marvin
a course of iriiin ; as a nurse
and when she had paher exam-- '
lliation, she was
look after
and Mrs. Itenjan
Rhodes of
Hempstead, whom sin hud known
t'om childhood, lin h e ll' over !iev- e:,i
years old an
i'y sli k and
I'"' Me.
She nursed it " nUUit and
sin ut nihil, .'os.
Oa.v. ami seldom left
bouse. Sh..
A phi' fonii w.i
a vree i i.poli
,ect(.. oniv a ,,,;,!:
iiliuis..iiient.
..
I' 'iu.;: at leg h up ci ''I'e Mil was dumbfound'
lien by the
Roo-- i . elt's
iss
ai uses
ell Was
terms cf their w:
e
Fa.: harii s f' r the conduct of trs
pro!-ceinlv tiled for
'-'
received
IT:.In:,.;: a setiaio- s
iinds nnd proper v a
nearly $7u.-o- f
ha.- a p'.,:"i :.'orii:g
at
"on. Slue,, tr,,.,, h
prupiisi-iinational reuiii.it .i. of raor.ol :ate.-- . tieus of means for i'
her tor- -'
Reciprocity and
cui are tune have be, .
her, from
in.,
pe 'p'e "staking" a mining I. itlel
lav
lot' .! U t
'
1" I'lOIJIOt- - also i n
agai:.:-- ' !.." em r v,(
of C'ln- - iiiir a (Mimniiv for il -riiit'iiciiir.' of estate.
liin.-c.J.:t;il is j.dvoc.t'e I. I' approve, bal'iions. She Ikis
iei sews I'el.-the efforts of th r, publican nai'y ill of let'ers containing v
of niur- - t he nr.
t ii.:i of the
the ro::s--t
J'.iti.i:...i
riage.
build lui'--
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RECOVERY

satls-fictor-

car-blree-

Popular Platform Adopted.
Later- - The republican state convention assembled today at Toiuluison
hall to iioiiiHiute officers, with the exception of can lida'cs for governor,
lit plenum gov.t iior ami reporter of
supreme court. Representative A. L.
Brick was ten. pot ary chairman. Senami ators Beveri U:e a:i I If in. nw ay iiuuje

I

J--

LATTtR'S

Members of Parliament May
Be Shaved Cheaply at

SUIT DROUGHT TO
New York. April 11. The general APOSTLE DOWIE
scale committee of the anthracite
mine workers went into executive
TO REMAIN AWAYi
GET COMMISSION
session at miners' headquarters today
to consider the counter proposition
made by the coal operators
for a
settlement of differences. The offer Attorney Advises Him to Re- - Atwell Raised $100,000 for
y
of the mine owners Is far from
to the men. 'according to W.
turn South Not Visit- Norwich University on
H. Dettrey, president et the miners'
union in the middle of the hard coal
ing Zion.
Promise
fields.
He said today that he would
not accept the proposition in Its present pliant., and felt sure his colleagues
also would decline to entertain the FEELING NEAR DANGER LINE! OF HALF FOR HIS TROUBLE
operators' plans.

OPERATORS IN SOUTHWEST
APPEAL TO THE PRESIDENT.
Kansas City. Mo., April 11 The
Southwestern Interstate Coal Operators' asportation, comprising mine owners of Mtswourl, Kansas, Oklahoma,
Indian Territory and Texas, met here
today at the call of Its president, W.
C. Perry. Before entering the meeting
President Perry reiterated his statement that an offer of arbitration was
open to the miners any time that they
chose to consider it.
The association at its meeting today
decided ;r appeal to President. Koose-ve- it
End of Eruption Predicted.
to help in a settlement of the difRome, 'April 11. Prof. Mattnci. in ficulties between the operators
and
charge cf the observatory at Mt. Ves- bituminous miners now out in the
uvius, telegraphed from there at 10 cfjt1ocfuui.h.wejt. The tiperi.ors repo'chrl; this morning, as follows:
resent Po kier cent of the mine own"The situation of myself and
ers in the Southwestern association,
in the observatory was very with the exception of Texas.
grave throughout the night. Up to 8
o'clock this morning the observatory ELKS' MARCHING CLUBS
was developed in dense showers of
sand, but the vJcano is now growing
OF THE SOUTHWEST
calm. r. The seismic
instruments
shew quieter records than yesterday.
ARE PREPARING THEMI shall remain as long as possible. All THEY
GREAT
FOR
THE
SELVES
here are confident that Vesuvius will
EVENT IN DENVER IN JULY.
socn return to normal conditions."

i
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ELIJAH III:

Representative Brick Temporary Chairman,
Platform Endorses President and
Indiana Congressmen.
-

in
OVER

eal

STATE CONVENTION

11.April
Ind.,
Indianapolis,
Everything is in readiness lor the republican state convention, wliicti will
hall
open its session at Tumliiis-on'this afternoon. The number of
who will attend the convention
ibis year is 1&H, larger than ever
before in the history of this stale.
Many of the ilcleiiaies arrived l: re
yesterday, whiie the majority of them
During
arrived here this morning.
the forenoon the various disiiicl delegations held meetings, to elect olli-cand members of llie various comAt the
mittees of the convention.
same time tickets enii'ung the deleto the convention
gates to admi-nio- n
hull were distributed by the district
chairman.
Immediately ait. r these
llieet'ligb he members of t lie variolic
meeting. to
committees Selected lit
arrange' the preliminaries.
These
meetings were held at the C'aypool
hotel.

Emperor
Sends King Edward
Cross in Gratitude

'ilai

tft. 'J W1VC
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REPUBLICANS

INDIANA
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11. Motl. y
):
in
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at' !
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1

Abysinnian

'
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From Operators,

roor of the building would fall. Many
of tiiem were Injured. The wheels oi
the street cars generate
flames
through friction, showing that there
is a great amount of sulphur In the
ashes.
Another Town Is Destroyed.
Mattlne, In Its Issue today, asserts
that Sarno, a town In the province of
Salerno, has been destroyed by the
volcano. It Is impossible to verify the
report, as communication Is broken.
The town has lO.nuo population and
is situated about ten miles east of
Vtsuvius.
Losses Truly Appalling.
S.-- widespread Is the catastrophe
occasioned by the eruption of Vesuvius that it Is estimated that it will
require an organized body of 100.000
men and an expenditure of many millions of dollars to raze the houses
made unsafe by the accumulation of
cinders, erect temporary huts for the
refugees and bury the dead. The
newspapers unite t day in urging the
government to send General Ualdisser
here, who attained distinction by saving the situation after a crushing defeat of the Italians by Abyssiniaus In
lSDti. and instruct him to organize and
control the work of relief.
:15 p in. The loss of property by
the volcano is estimated at ll'o.ooo,-Oi'and it is announced that 5oV)oO
pers ns have been rendered homeless.
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STRIKE
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a-v--

cepting Proposition

be Known, Efforts at Rescue Abandoned.
Naples, April 11. The panic here Incident to the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius and the collapse of buildings, is
Increasing.
The prisoners in the city jail have
mutinied, owing to fright, and succeeded in breaking open some of the
doors on the inside of the jail, but before fhey could effect a complete escape they were overpowered by the
guards. The prisoners are yet in a
state of great excitement and double
the usual number of guards is required.
Condition Steadi'y Grows Worse.
The eruption of Vesuvius increased during the night and a coating of
ashes and cinders to a depth of four
Inches now covers the ground and
roofs of buildings. Railroad service
rut of the city Is hadly interrupted.
Engineers refuse to take out trains be.
cause of the darkness caused by the
heavy tall of ashes.
Veritable Hell of Destruction.
9:10 a. m. The morning opened
with the atmosphere oppressive and
yellow with ashes from Mt. Vesuvius,
causing a feeling of apprehension regarding what the future may hold for
the city and vicinity. The volcano
is n:w completely hidden in a dense
smoke. Howmass of cinder-ladeever, signs of activity are frequent,
and very severe detonations and deep
rumblings are heard. From all quarters comes the report of an accumulation of ashes. The flight of terror-strickeInhabitants and the collapse
cf buildings continues. Helief measures are Insufficient f:r the occasion
preEnd hunger and discouragement
vail. It is' no longer pcssiblee to
nach the points which have suffered
most severely. Fven the soldiers detailed to guard the ruins of Ottan-j'lnhave been recalled nnd the town
left to its fate.
Herculean Efforts to Save.
The military has earned the gra'i-tud- e
and admiration of the pe:ple by
devotion to duty. Not only are they
credited with m?ny acts of heroism,
but thoy have displayed untiring perseverance In ..searching for the living
and dead among the tot'ering walls
cf wrecked buildings, assisting fugitives to.rearh places of safety, civlng
aid to the wounded and burying the
dead, and all this while partly suffocated by aslus and the cinder-ladewind bl:wing from the volcano. Especial praise is also due the Duke
and Duches Aosta. According to Mat-tinfifty houses, three churches and
the municipal buildings at Somma
have collapsed, the sand and cinders
being six feet deep the're. and all inhabitants have fied.i
Hojes and Ottanjano are still collapsing and most of the remaining
towns and villages in that neighborhood are tottering in ruins. Employes .f a tobacco factory this morning fled in a panic, fearing that the
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AMERICAN ARMY MAY
ADOPHT FILIPINO'WEAPON.

Washington, 1). C, April 11. The
machets, which was an implement of
the Spanish troops in Cuba and the
Philippines, appears destined to be
adopted more generally by our own
troops. Some live thousand of these
huge knives have been issued to the
troops in the Philippines, by whom
they arw to be used in cutting paths
through the thick underbrush, rather
than as weapons. They have become Indispensable in that capacity,
and it has now been decided, on the
recommendation of the general staff
of the army, to extend the machets
to field artillery troops lit home and
add that implement to the individual
equipment of the light artillerymen
it; the field.
The machets in such
instances will be worn in a sheath or
scabbard attached to the l,elt. The'
machete Is considered of special value
to members of the; mountain battel Vs.
of which there are several in this
country, all of them destined sooner
or later for duty In thn Philippines.

EMPEROR WONT

CONDITION

Twenty Millions Property Destroyed, Fifty Thous-- I
and Homeless, Number of Dead Will Never

wag appointed by the
iiate today as one cf the conferees
n the statehood
bill, to take the
place of Senator Patterson, who is en
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WE WANT BOOKKEEPERS

fr

l
posit ims with liiTi cme
f'f the rfi?to rmrU
firms- - 'i lie re r always mitre opportunities th.in we
hook keeping
r.n till for men (,i miliar with
met lmds. With offices in is cities unrl with i,mho employers to erve, our supply of positions paying fri-We net d hurt
a vmt nvr runs low
t
to jf
F.tw irtive.OehcalanH
caraMe Sale-mmen h iving money to invent with
men and
iti'-n'atine
deired.
thir vires Write us

!'

'n

HAPCOODS (Inc.), Brain Brokers
VI 7 Chamlcal Bulldlnit.

St. Loula

WANTED.
WANTE1
WVman to help In kitchen.
Apply 211 South Second street.

a

WANTED A competent woman or
girl to help with cooking. 301 North
Second street.
WANTED 1,000 customers for our
big Easter sale, ApVil 12 to 18. L.
Kempenich.
WANTED A registered drug clerk,
young man, able and willing to hustle. S. Vann & Son.
WANTED Men's washing and lace
curtains to launder. Hand work;
satisfaction guaranteed. Mrs. Lug
ton, 411 West Cial avenue.
vv AiV i fc,l
t.ood nieu, .my number,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 South
First street.
MALE HELP WANTED.
MEN WANTED 'Wages paid while
learning the barber trade; situaspecial
rate.
tions guaranteed;
Moler System College, Los Angeles,
Cal.
B. F. CO PP.
Men in eacn state to
WANTED
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMI.IO BUILDING
travel, post signs, advertise and
leave samples of our goods. Salary
$7.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
Atlas block, Chicago.
Right
a Day. You WANTE'DTTood men, ally number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
will be right all of the time if you
wages, ;i0c an hour; work guaranpay your bills by'ensck.
teed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 Soutl
There is no chance of jt.'spute
First street.
over a settlement if y:u have a
FOR RENT
t'heckinj account and pay your obFOR RENT Four room brick house.
ligations hy check. Eac'a check Is
close in. Apply at F. F. Trotter's
store.
a receij i. The endorsement
upon
Desk room, or part of
FORRENT
the hack of the check is evidence
store, J. W. Masters, US Gold ave- nue.
that the J .arty received tho money.
A new house
of four
A checking account insures you FOR RENT
rooms, witii bath. Inquire of A. A
from paying a. bill twice, gives you
Trimble, 2o7 North Arno street.
a record of your business, puts sys FOR REN
Furnished rooms over
the Golden Rulo Dry Goods com
your
tem into
pany. Inquire at Room B, Mrs.
transactions.
Phelan.
You have methrd and conven
FOR RENT Three, four, five and six
your
jence in
business, with a
rooni houses; modern. VV, H. Mc
Million, real estate broker, 211 West
checking account at
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE.
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
FOR SALE AH lots in Coronnda
ALBUQUERQUE,
MEXICO
NEW
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
FOR SALE Small slock merchandise
AERONAUT WHO
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway,
MET TRAGIC END FUR SALE A handsome Hardman
piano, in fine condition and almost
For particu
Lew, at a bargain.
lars, rail at this office.
bun 6ALE $25,000 raucn at a bar
gain; will take small property In
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
South Broadways
FOR SAlvE OR EXCHANGE Fur
effv or ranch property, a new furn
Ishoii rooming house. Best location
In the city. Address F. J., this of-

OO0OOKOOOOaK
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TANNER'S

AVPtAL STRINGENT

COAL
OIL INSPECTION

of
Commander in Chief Tanner,
tho Grand Army of the Republic, has DEPUTIES TO BE APPOINTED TO
ENFORCE STRICT COMPLIANCE
all
Just Issued his annual address to exWITH THE LAW.
Grand Army posts regarding the
ercises to be conducted Memorial It Is reported on reliable authority
Day In memory of the federal soldier
Governor Hagernian, Coal Oil
dead. In general order No. 7 on this that
Inspector
Fugenlo Romero of Las
says:
subject, he
Vegas, and Deputy Coal Oil Inspector
day
observing
this
"We have been
Harold Hurd of Roswell, had a conever since 4)ur beloved Logan Insti- sultation
Monday evening, in which
tuted It in 188. This year, my com- the matter ut tlie inspection of coal
rades, we are crossing the I. road oil imported into the territory was
river at the rale of 5.OU0 a monta,
thoroughly discussed. More stringent
a year. Soon the great majority and comprehensive
measures for a
mill be sleeping their last sleep, and thorough inspection of every Importait Is our privilege now, as it has been tion of coal oil required to he inspectfor so many years, to pay loving ed under the present law, will heretributes to their memory by decorat- after be made, and deputy inspectors
ing their graves with flowers.
will he appointed In the various towns
"I am performing iny solemn duty in the territory where coal oil imwhen I ask all to assist In this loving portations take place. The names of
and these officials have not yet been deservice. Upon the department
post commanders the duty rests of termined upon, but will lie announced
attending to the fitting observance tl shortly.
Memorial Day. Welcome all auxiliary
The consultation
was continued
and allied organizations, encourage yesterday by these officials, and will
assist,
school children to atttnd and
likely continue today.
and secure speakers, who in clear and
will
Is the Moon Inhabited?
eloquent language,
teach the
or patriotism for which our comScience lias proven that tho moon
rades 'gave tii last full measure ot has an atmosphere, which makes life
in some form possible on that satellite
devotion.'
"Thirty years ago when I was de- but not for human beings, who have
partment commander of New York, In a linrd enotish time on (uls earth cy
a Memorial Day order I then Issued ours; especially' those who don't know
I suggested to the comrades of New that Klectric Bitters cure headache,
York that where, from Montauk Point biliousness, malaria, chills nnd forer,
to Huffalo, any confederate soldier had Jaundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid
found eepulcber among us, I trusted liver, kidney complaints, general dethat when e went out to laurtl the bility and female weaknesses. Ungraves of our union dead, our com- equalled as a general tonic and apmon American manhood would pre- petizer for weak persons and espe-cial- y
for the aged. It induces sound
vent 3 massing by the graves of our
Fully guaranteed by all drugformer opponents without dropping sleep.
gists. Price only 50c.
thoreou some floral remembrance.
'ot,' I said, 'in honor of their!
cause, for that we opposed, fought amij BATCH
conquered, but because we, who met
FROM ROSWELL
them on the field of battle know that
braver men or better soldiers have
not been known since mtn were first From the Record:
marshaled in battle array.'
Wood, Bancroft & Doty, the Cull- "We were then scarcely a dozen tractors, who are completing the earth
years away from Appomattox, but the work on the Hondo reservoir. have
suggestion seemed to meet with very Just received a
power trac
gentral approval. To the order at tion engine, tu draw an excavator on
same
large I now confidently make the
the work.
suggestion.
Big Sheep Purchase.
stand"We have returned the battle
Vicente Baca, of Denver, has UitiRiit
ards of the dead confederacy to those 4,300 head of sheep of M. Z. Miller,
who treasure them as sacml meiuen-loe- s at a price close to $5 per head. Mr.
cf the loved unix who died under Baca's son will take charge of them.
them. The congress of the United
Plenty of Rain.
States hag Just unanimously voted Roswell hiis been favored with fine
the graves of rains in the last few days and vegeta$80O,0h0 to care for
those dead, and the heart of the na- tion is showing the effect in a marked
tion has said with great unanimity, manner.
lt la well.' Unitedly we march along
Wife of Roswell'a Founder Dead.
the highway of nations, the world apMrs. Mabel Lea, who died nt Dallas,
plauding, our conscience approving.
Tex., April 4, was the widow of Capt.
"If mothers of the south still sit J. C. I.ea, the founder of Roswell and
like Rachel of old, weeping for their of the (loss Military Institute, which
children, and refusing to be comforted afterwards became the New Mexico
iccausc they are not. let the news go Military Institute.
down to them that on our most saFoundry for Roswell.
cred day we feel It a privilege to
Brit ('. Smith has gone lo Chicago
d!s
to purchase machinery, tools, euuin- stand In the place of their t.ir
lunt kinsmen and lovingly mark their meut. finishings and fixtures fur a
t
sweet-tufciiin lrv here, which will he started
last resting place with God's
by him and W. W. Pitts.
emblem of peace, fl jwers."
The linn
ot
nan:c will be 1'itis k Co.
The order closes w ith a quotation
Uiicolu's address at Gettysburg, which
Human Blood Marks.
it is directed shall be read at' all MeA tale of horror was told hy marks
morial Day exercises.
of human blood in the home of ,1. VV.
Williams, a w.'l known merchant of
THE ANNUAL BAPTISM
Bar. Ky. 11' writes: "Twenty
ar;o I had inr.' heioori bail's ef the
ARIZONA SHEEP
tlO,-00- 0

a
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A Stopped Clock

Is

Twice

fice.
F i fir's ALE

drug btore in good lit"
'le town; a snap. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Brcadway.
S FJ ."lTR E N"T0 RT! tADE
1. a i your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SALE A good general merchandise and grocery business, with meat
market included, and buildings for
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
North Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
A

Broadway- TAUL XOCQUET.
Paul Nocquet, the New Yolk et'r
naut and sculptor, lost his life after
making a descent hear New York. It
was dark and he landed on an un-

FORSADi

A

double-ba-

first-clas-

r

Tele-uraii-

NEw" MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

h

o.Tlres for an A.

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

On

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, ag low as $10.00 and at high
as I200.no. Loans are quickly made
Time:
One
and' strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods re
main In your possession. Our rate
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of tbe world.
Rooms 2 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ate.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

4

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

av 1.1.

Ti

H

WTa, w.i t

aIVI
tma v; ;kv

t Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits

Extends

A HOME
You could be proud of,

Accounts

;

Ki

Capital, $150,000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier: TJ
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solo
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

No. 310, South Edith, 6 rooms, mod
ern, new. Lot 50x142; sewer, trees,
etc. $2,700. Easy term, If you can't

luna,

&U1.U.V1UN

pay cash.

President; W.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

8ANTA FE

&

R

PORTERFIELD & CO.
110 West Gold Avenue.
Notarial

work

PROFESSIONAL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

conveyancing.

and

CARDS

1

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

DENTISTS.
Office
JOSHUA S. RATNOLD8
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the GoldeD Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
DR.

mall.

Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
avenue.
Office
No. 306 Railroad
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. in. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
pointments made by mail.

and Director.
President

vice President

.:...

U. S. DEPOSITORY.
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

liiT;"''

'

500,0OA.iX

,

250,000,W

PHYSICIANS.
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

DR. R. L. MUST,
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
Oh, W. G. SHADRACH,

&

Santa Fe Railway Company

6--

High-Frequen- cy

The State Notional Bank

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas.
lines. Office, 313'a West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Practice

II

of Albuquerque, New Mexico
Capital Paid in
Surplus and Profits

p. n

$100,000

CO

17.0C0

DO

NURSE.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Mr. M. R. Wharram,

Barnett building.

Auto
Colo., 105 B. Hours, 9
to 12 and 7 to 10. Massage, hydro- therepy and other Battle Creek meth
Room. 31,
phone, 613;

O. N. MARRON,

UNDERTAKER.
Colo. Red 115.
Auto. phone 316.
A. BORDERS,
City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building. Black
and white hearse. $5.
LAWYERS.

FARR,

Vice

President; J.

H.

McDONALD,
Assistant Cashier;-- E.
A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

0

"OLD RELIABLE"

L.

Bernard S. Rodey.
AW. Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and befo:e the United State
land office.
ATTORN

President; Wm.

HERNDON, Cashier; Roy

ods.

EY-AT-- I.

ESTABLISHED 1871

g. PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions

Ira M. Bona.
AW. 32 F street
ATTORN
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
EY-AT-- L

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
lands,

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUE, N.

RAILI DAD AVENUE

M.

otcn

E. W. Dobson.
Office Crcm
ATTORN
well block. Albuquerque, N. M.

IN PLUMBING WE ARE PROUD
To say that our prestige Is never questioned. Our reputation for sanitary'
and scientific plumbing has been ea.rn-e- d
only from tho execution cf
grade work in this line, which
embraces all kinds of sanitary plumbing, gas fitting, steam and hot water
heating. We are always fair in our
price. We carry the finest line of garden hose in the city.

LAND MATTERS.

shotgun; bran new
relM,
never has been used; one cf th
H. W. S. Otero,
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
United States Court Commissioner,
fice for particulars.
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
known Irt'Hch. He attempted to walk FOR SALE Plan i and all fin nit ui e to matters before the land office
hou se. Must lie
of an eight-roothrough Ihe tali marshes, nnd died
BEAUTY CULTURE.
sold by next Tuesday. Apply at 41S
from exhausii. n.
avenue.
most
Weft Silver
The picture of the balloon is
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
unique It is a snapshot taken when FO!tS.I.E Two sets of shelving.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
the balloon was well up in the air.
Lute of New York city. The lates
nimty feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
eount'irs; one thirty-foo- t
counter. scientific appliance and up to date
methods fo- - treating tho hair, face
Call nt F. F. Trotter's.
Complexion steaming aad
FfiKlAl.E OK TRADE Are you in- and scalp. manicuring
and shampoo
terested in mines? I have some bleaching;
water
automatic
Talk with ing. Electrolytic
s:i J to be good deals.
OF
Iuits, and w;'s v,;,r
win n
avenue.
ine T. L. McSpadden. 300 S. Rroad- - massage, C13 West Gold
bet;an taking I ir King's New DiscovAuto phono 27S.
ery.
It complex
rv.red nie and I
AN OFFICER OF THE ANIMAL INgood
H i SALE OR 1 It A U E
NOTARY PUBLIC.
a
t
have
It
ever
we'l
remained
since."
DUSTRY BUREAU AT PHOENIX cures hetnorrliaeis,
T. L.
in - for city
chronic coughs,
Thos. K . D. Maddison,
Broadway.
300
i
SEEING ABOUT IT.
settled colds and bronchitis, and is
B. Childers, 117 VMt
A. A. Trimble, l'i7 North Office with W.
the onlv known cure f.r weak 'n!iu.
Vl.l
Gold avenue
Dr. M. Hues, an inspector of tlie Every bottle guaranteed liv a'.l druir-gistsale, settings
street,
for
has
. and $1
ARCHITECTS.
United States Bureau of Animal Inpare bred black Minorca eggs,
Trial buttle free.
dustry, spent a part of last week in
W?iite
le Island Reds,
F. W. Spencer hd d V. O. Walling
Vhoenix, in conference with Dr. J. C. Th- shades of night were falling fast
I'lym uitlis.
Barred
rooms 46 47, Barnett building
ford,
Norton, territorial veterinarian, on the As throuuii it tropic city passed
etc.
One
Leghorns,
if
dollar
An
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
matter of making arrangements lor !a man at metre than hurried gait,
setting.
the general dipping of sheep aam A gar w hose speed would indicate
CIVIL ENGINEER.
BUSINESS EXCIHANGE.
skidoo.
this Bluings, says the Phoenix He- Couple of Lively Visitors.
J. R. Farwell,
publican. It will be remembered that
jTo i:THANGE I have Borne ranches
T. L.
Miss Bounds of Cleveland, and Mr.
to trade for city propeny.
Room 23. N. T. Armijo Building.
an order was issued a year ago that Hi.-- whiskers, long and snowy white,
at
McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
all sheep in the territory must be W.re wafttd by the breeze of night; It Hinds of llellevue, were callers
ACCOUNTANT.
'
dinned. The orde.r was complied with And loii'ilv ci led each bntZMhat blew B. J l.atene's Sunday afternoon
M' SI'ADDEN
The exchange man.
Bel
Books aud
blew Riddle
Corners correspondence,
ACCOUNTING
exchanges.
and the result of the dipping was Likewise Die heirs that ib
business
ENPERT
for
S.. him
hn, unli
men
very gratifying to the slu-e?
Vlte, (O.) Gazette.
ited, statements prepared, improvea
South Broadway
5Ki.li
Twenty years
there was only a small amount
" ' XCIIANGE I have "property iL sys ems installed.
guarannm m r i r
Satisfaction
scabies infection found in tlie winter.
experience
Missouri,
Iowa,
Kansas
!s.
ex-ay.
man. a stranger enc,
A majority of the sheep men
teed George II. Browne, 110 Sauth
to trade for
Arizona
and
rado
n w ith l.'ia ill'.ou s' rid. ?"
jjrensed themselves, as fa.urablo to "Why
Second street, Albuquerque. N. M.
Tali; wlta
ciuerque property.
tme
and
( me
f ti
man w ho
i !
another dipping of the sleep iliiSjO'i. s,
Mcijpadden, 301) South
T.'L.
Devil's Island Torture.
kn
spring, in tlie belief that tlie disease
ulway.
than tho terrible case of
WITH
word v - n
could be eradicated from their f locks, Nd ,,f
tixi
piles that afflicted me ten years. Then
sunn
Sl.i'iiui.
veterinarian
FOJJNa
The territorial
to apply Bucklen's Ar-.
time ago opened correspondence with -(i, viler I wa sa.lvised
A bunch of
Salve aud less than a box pernica
" t lie t raicii r s:in
of
I'eacD.
Bureau
by
Melvin,
'
'
the
chief
un:
e
A.
illnii:
.i
at
i
the
them
.aVi
lr.
manently cured me. writes L. S. Naof Animal Industry, through whose, pci- quiet,, y had the stranger fled.
iiupany, prov- nix Dry Goods
Ky. Hoa!8 all wounds,
u.; pay for pier of Bugles.
Pries
i
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Mr. Win. Thos. Ianorgan, provinFirst and Cold
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hunting a Mirglar in the forest swamp
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RELIABLE DENTIST
Cough Remedy, 1 triad it. and after
using two small Unties, I was completely cured." This remedy is In- Full Set
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jaa.
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Not
$6.00 V" II
Memorial Services
Crowns
It wl.'l loosen and relieve a
colds.
$1.50 Up
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50c Ifr W
Leave the Graves of Forother treatmeut and Is a favorite Painless Extracting
wherever its superior excellence has
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GOV. IIAGERMAN AND

mM.'ji7"jm'".jL,r

THE MESILLA VALLEY

YOU WILL HAVE TO HURRY

On His Return to Territorial

Capital Me Is Interviewed
on His Trip.

f

MOST

A

hi versi t

VISIT!

ENJOYABLE

"I had a fine trip nnl wliat I saw
Interested me great ly." Mid Governor
Jlagerman, who returned to Santa Fe
Monday noon from a visit to I.as
j Cruces.
where he was the guest of
honor nt n reception tendered him by
the citizens and membvrs of tin?
chamber of commerce. The governor
also visited the Agricultural co'lege
jit Mesilla Park, and was present at
Hip Inspection of Company A, First
National
Mexico
llegiment. New
Guard. Officers and men of the company gave a military ball after the
inspection, which the governor at- -'
tended.
At Agricultural College.
"I'pon reaching Ias Crures, Fridiy."
said Governor Hagerman. "1 was
L -- Jven at once to Mesilla Park, and
at the
s delightfully entertained
hue of Henry D. Howman, register
the United States laud office,
lere I spent the night. During the
fernoon I visited the Agricultural
liege, and was given a pleasing
by the faculty and students
'ho were assembled in the large hall.
atwent through all departments of the
' hool and was greatly pleased with
"n,e work being dune. I was partic-I'li'arl- y
Interested in the chemicalscle.n-'A- c
where some delicate
work is being done towards discovering whether or not the cactus
This work
i,.' .assesses foood qualities. direction
of
carried n under the
and trom
J
hie Secr:.ary of IAgriculture,
Hi
think it will !) Of
,.a intense benefit to New Mexico. This
is also experimenting
ra rpartnient
rit h the various grasses to be found
,
districts of the soutthe semi-ari- d
hwest and 1 believe that eventually
plant will be found that will be of
..mmense benefit to the farmers and
'faults and sheep men.
Big Irrigation Projects
'Great strides are being made in
rrigatlon lines near Las Cruces. The
government is getting ready to start
vork on the Elephant Butte diversion
lant. which means much to the south- -'
west. I understand that this big undertaking is but the first of three similar structures, to cost J7.il,im0. The
"other two dams have not yet been
decided upon, but I believe they will
'be built. 1 was interested to a considerable extent in securing the
Butte dam. and will do a'.l in
"'my power to have the other dams
"built. When this great irrigation system is completed, over ISO.oOU acres
of otherwise arid land will be brought
under cultivation, and in my estimation the finest crops in the southwest will be raised.
"The banquet given me by the
members of the chamber of commerce
following the reception was certainly
Jin enticing affair. I enjoyed it greatly
stnd will always remember it. It was
followed by an inspection of Company
'A. and I must say that the boys drillI was greatly
ed like veterans.
pleased with the showing made by the
company. At the conclusion of this
ceremony, I was escorted to the ball
room and spent an enjoyable even- -'
Kle-'jdia- r.t

'

i

,

ins.

"Sunday, I was driven about the
city and surrounding country and the
pretty scenery, together with the
bright, warm sunlight, made the trip
a pleasant one. I was impressed with
the'advancement being made by Las
Cruces. The town has an enterpris- ing set of business men. who fully
lealize the great, possibilities of the
southwest and are keeping pace with
the times. New buildings are going
up and desirable Immigrants are being
brought in. I don't know how to express myself otherwise, than to say
that I had one of the best times of
my life."

MARKET LETTER
Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Mo., April 9. Cattle
receipts today were confined mostly
to natives, there being very few from
either the west, southwest or from below the quarantine line. The market
declined 10 to 15c last night, but the
small run of 8.000 head today, with
light supplies at all the markets, enabled salesmen to restore prices 5 to
lbc. Unless there is a liberal run tomorrow, the chances favor a good ad
vance this week. Packers were pretty
well killed up at the close of last
week, as the receipts were almost
nothing after Wednesday, and all
bands were ready to make heavy pur
chase! today.' Stockers and feeders
are 10c higher. Various lots of Idaho
and Colorado and Panhandle stockers
and feeders sold last week at $4.20 to
?4.ai, a few light weight and common
quality Idaho stockers at $3.75. Cows
and heifers got a black eye, buyers
claiming that they had been selling
too high, as compared with steers, but
they are still bringing remunerative
prices, anything decent ranging from
$:i.riO to $4.73. Choice heifers
and
yearling sold around $3. Wals advanced a quarter last week, the best
ones selling at $r to $ii.7.V Some
rough Colorado killing steers s Id at
$.:!." and bulls $:i,15 to $:i.73.
Sheep and lambs advanced 15 to ZTi
last week, as the supply was of
A
li' t'.e cons, qui nee after Monday.
fair run of S.Hou head is here today.
Lambs lire l"c lower, on account of a
break at Chicago late last week.
Sheep are steady. A feature of today's market was ten car b ads of
lambs from the Fort Collins district,
selling at $!.;;3 to $'!.4'i. Two cars of
light i'.h. pound lambs sold at $5.90!
other lambs
t wes at f'iX":
joday from the Arkansas valley fold
ewes at $3.25 to
at $i.i.'i to $'''.-$3. tin. S! ' r.iitit wethers sold last week
nt $3. lui and $'i: yiarlings of Just the
right sore are qu table at $ii..'5; clipped lambs at $3.1" to $3.3" and spring
lambs sold Friday at $12. The indications po ut to a light run tor a time,
and it isj not unlikely that the market
will adv.inr.' materially, although bny- is claim that l.ie present cundi'iwii
oer-- 1
mutton mvke'
of the .'.fe.--e3;

-

,i

adcd.
STOCK SALES
e, 'a! (rres;-o!inr.
Foil
Kiiusus City, il .. A; ri!
auo a:i t
"'hb were some salt s of C
- C: y
wi sti in c:it!lhs
at Ku!
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v ck
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The coming Aristocratic Residence Section of Albuquerque.

i

;

'

.....

.

Level and suitable for immediate building purposes.
Watered from the city reservoir; lighted by the Albuquerque Elec-

v

'

'

'

tric Light company.

Full size

lots;

50-- ft

75--

ft

Prices from $25 to $150 a lot.

avenues.

Can. pits. University of New Mexleo.Heross

SECURE AN OPTiOM AT ONCE
9 a.

Option blanks and descriptive booklets free
at the office.
a Month.

TERMS-S5- .00

No

Interest

'

H. B. FERGUSSON, President

W. FLOURNOY, Vice President and Treasurer

M.

D. K. B. SELLERS, Secretary

on Deterred Payments Office:

1

1

9

S, Second, next door First National Bank
k

1144
Colo.,
kiWers,
134
Junction.
pounds, $4.73; 12tt feeders, 006 pounds,

pounds.

$4.

Wedding Bells?

H. H. Plank, Idaho Falls, Idaho, 105
feeders, 1011 pounds, $4.4".

made this spring.

108
A. D. Ifohrer. Weiser, Idaho,
Ileltrami (Minn.) Graphic.
feeders, S72 K)iinds. $4.10.
F. Hitt, Idaho Falls, Idaho, 3V stocK-ers- ,
"Hardup is out nights a great deal,
721 pounds, $3.83; 197 stockers.
(121 pounds, $3.75; 69 stockers,
503 isn't he?"
"Yes, when he plays poker, and he's1
pounds, $3.40.
out daytimes, too.'
YV.
F. Thero, HjIIv, Colo., 40 killers, 979 pounds, $4.33.
Mrs. Jones, she laughs at all;
A. Yaut.
Rocky Ford, Colo.. 19 There's
Her husband's jokes, though stale
18
$4.10;
stock
618
pounds.
stockers.
drear;
cows. 745 pounds, $2.70; 18 stock telle and
knows its best to laush at them
heifers, 578 pounds, $3: 27 calves, 357
W'.ien Faster bonnet time Is near.
pounds, $3.25.
25
W. H. Hews, noswell, N. M.,
"Ah," said the detective, "these will
feeders, 828 pounds, $4.10; 13 ...U-- ! come handy
in a pinch."
ers. 1044 pounds, $4.35.
So sayiiiK, he slipped the handcuffs
V. K. Gooch. Lamar, Colo., 50 kill-- ! Into
his pocket.
ers, 1038 pounds, $1.43: 50 killers, ytiti
rounds, $1.35.
"Things have come to a pretty pass,"
M. W. Mosely, Midland. Texas, 1131
declared the great statesman.
stockers, 509 pounds, $4.10.
Hut they hadn't for at that very
Following were some pales of west- minute
he was digging up good money
ern sheep and lambs at Kansas City lor
a railroad ticket.
this week:
Monday, April 2.
"You can talk all you please, but
Georce Pearl, Lag Animas, ColJ., the man with the pull wins," declared
the little man in the corner.
510 lambs, 72 pounds, $6.25.
The little man knew. He had been
J. Gruber, Las Animas, Colo., 333
lambs, 71 pounds, $6.25; 118 ewes, a jockey In his youth.
fc2 pounds, $5.15.
"The president of the Grabbit. Mu518
K. Faxton, Las Animas, Colo.,
tual Life Insurance Co. has gone to
lambs, 74 pounds, $6.30.
Sullivan & M., Las Animas, Colo., Paris."
"Indeed," said the policy holder.
499 lambs, 75 ouuds, $6.45.
G. 11. Spear, Las Animas, Colo., 506 "Well, Palis' gain is our loss."
lambs, 76 pounds, $6.35.
A
fainted while listening to
Colorado, 516 youngman
Casper,
William
John Rockefeller make a speech:
lambs, 71 pounds, $6.10.
day. Not at all surprising.!
the
Thomas Ueach, Fort Collins, Colo., Moreother
than one man has been made'
416 pulp fed ewes, 89 pounds, $5.40.
Animas, Colo., 7i0 sick just reading Johnny's speeches,
W. Vanhee,
lambs, 70 pounds, $6.20.
"Sometimes I think you're unf .nu-- !
B. C. Giddinss, Fort Collins, Colo., nate," she said.
255
lambs, 87 pounds, $6.45; 253
"Why so?" he asked.
lambs. 84 pounds, $6.40.
"The only thing bad you ever lose,
Colo.,
Collins,
F.
Monroe,
Fort
E.
Is your temper."
525 lambs, 80 pounds, $6.40.
"Here," said the member of the legSloan & V., Greeley, Colo., 558
islature, as he counted his change,
lambs, 78 pounds, $6.40.
"this bill's no good.
Tuesday, April 3.
"That's all right," replied the clerk.;
501
Colo.,
Pearl,
Iamar,
George
"You won't have anv trouble passing
lambs. 73 pounds, $6.35.
it.'
V. Vanhee, Las Animas, Colo., 517
lambs, 72 pounds, $6.25.
Mr. Stoneburner, the Wise Guy.
The springtime is at hand and the'
Wednesday, April 4.
Smith & Hammond, Stockton. Kan., time for making (lower beds and gar- dens is almost here. Inquiries are
855 Mexican wethers, 96 pounds, $6.
coming to us in regard to what Is to
Thursday, April 5.
Watkins & G.. Kansas, 599 clipped be done with the chickens. If we want
to bo neighborly, we should not allow
lambs, 75 piunds, $5.35.
to damage our neighbors'
Kerns, Kansas, 475 lambs, 70 our chickens
lawns or t heir gardens. We are In
ixninds, $6.45.
Konssee, Kansas, 777 lamhwr- - 71 hopes that there will be no complaints
pounds, $6.50.
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TO

IMPORTANT

ALBUQUERQUE.

Profit by This and Find Safeguard
Against Many Ills.
Nothing Is
querque than

more important to Albuthe go d health of her
can tlu y fill their place
unless they lire
town

people.
Ilow
in this busy
well?
No one trouble Is responsible
s,
more nervous ills,

sltlessnf
weakness,

for
ren-ev;-

debility,
rheumatic pains, even ill temper and
peevishness, than InillRes! Inn,
a combination of remstomach tablets,
edies, call' d
lias been discovered tluit absolutely
cures In'ilifot!
and res'ores to
he:.bh and strength the whole digestive sytteiii.
in curing all
So reliable is
and
forms ef stomach w akr.ei-- s
troubles that J. H. O'Ric'.ly & Co.
give a si itned guarantee t hat the remit cures.
edy will cost nothing unletsells for fifty cents, and is
invaluable to any one who suffers w ith
Indigestion,
nervousness or weak
stomach.
ba'k-aches-

,

a

11

Mi-or.-

Mi'-ii-i-

ia

"f

ton Cheat" in clothes
read S'mon Stern's ad on page S.
About the

t

"O- Rheutnattsm Makes Life Mis:rale.
A happy home is the mo? valuable
possession that is within the reach
of mankind, but you cannot enjoy its
c itni'iT's if you are
suffering from
rhi ttniat s:.i. Ye u throw as.de bitsi-yo- u
le-t'.e s c.ires
et.ter your home
and you i .in be relieved from those
paais a so by n pp lying
rlii itniat
Chamberlain's l'.iin Ita!;:i. One up- I.'iertim w:a ie you relief and i's
continue-use f..r a short time will
n: e.
bring about
pei man nt
tile - a'i dft
b-

Mayor Stonelmrner.
West Lafayette

H. U Staves drove over to
Advert isemcnt In
Monday to prepare for the worse. (O.j Indicator.

Lengendary Chief.
Nevada's city marshal, Wilbur Cor-bihas appeared in his new uniform,
which Is regulation for a p.'iiceman
and bears on the cap the legend,
"Chief of Police." Nevada (la.) Representative.
A

DECAY

k,

Most of the Digestion occurs In the
thirty feet of Intestines that connect with
the Stomach.
MEDICAL CONGRESS
They are lined with a set of little
MEETS IN LISBON,
Lisbon, Portugal, April 10. Theses-- ! mouths, that squeeze Digestive Juices
sion of the International Medical con- - Into the Food eaten.
The Digestive Juices thus mix with
Kress was opened here today.
The!
attendance is unusually large and the food, jul as Saliva mixes with Casevery civilized country of the world! caret tablets, dissolving and changing
is represented by delegates.
Among
them are many of the most noted au- that food into nourishment, as it passes
thority s In various branches or mem-- ' along the channel.
ca! science.
Among the matters to
be discussed by the congress will be

n

hu-r.jn-Ye- s,

lu,-iio- o

or less

lmeat.

no-tnin-

g

be left but the Shell.
Will it hurt the Lob-ster- ?
.No, it

is used to it.

es

Nfw, Mexico,

cross-examin-

We

send
GOLD PLATED BONBON BOX,
in colon. It is a beauty for ;the
dressinc table. Ten cent! in stamps It asked at a
measure of good fait h and to cover cost ol Cascaret,
with which tnls'dllntr trinket It loaded.
7
Send
mentioninc this paper. Address
Sterling Remedy Company, Chicago sr New York.

NOTICE

French-dtl(tne-

per cent ct the irrigated
lands In the west Is devoted to raising
forage crops; the other 20 per cent
generally raises fine fruits, vegetables,'
potatoes, etc. The reclaimed
area
doubtless will be used chiefly for the
supjiort of herds and flocks. Which
mcants meat for export.
The United States is now a great exporter of fo d products. Our dressed
and canned meats go, with our wheat,
to all pans of the earth. The new
productive ana added to the great
west will first feed IO.immi.iiiiO new
population, and the surplus will go, no
doubt, Into that trade with the newly
awakened peoples of Asia and Ocean-lea- .
80

Big Money in Fund.
Ked by the proceeds (t the sale of
public domain in the setui arid Mates,
l.ie federal reclamation
has
fund
reached J:;2,S7u,imi. The amount of
land to be irrigated by the projects

approvtd Is l.S.V.i.u'io acrt s. At. the
average valuation of irrigated land,
$17 an acre, will be worth $s7.S7:l.ooii.

on May 10, 1906. vix:

Adelalda S. de Otero, for the lot 1,
sections 12 and 13, township 7 north,
range 2 east, and sections 7 and 18,
township 7 north, range 3 eaat, and
lot 2, sections 12 and 13. township 7
north, range 2 east, and lot 2, sections 7 and 18, township 7 north,
range 3 east, of S. H. C. No. 1600.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the. township, viz:
Plaeldo Salazar y Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero,
of Peralta, N. M.; Hlglnio Chaves, of
Peralta, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to
e
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL. U. OTEUO.
Register.

nrrREE
to toour
friends!
want to
oor friends a beanttfnl

i.

with
What shall
Let us broil it first
Then let us pick out the white

29, 190C.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has fllod notice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim tinder
sections 1G and 17 of the act of March
3. 3S01 (2G Stats., 854), as
amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
le made before the United States
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,

1

Massa-(hu.-et'.-

l,uu

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1600.)
Dejiartnient of the Interior, United
States Land Office. Santa Fe, N.

"CCC."

About

EVENTS

April 15 Easter Sunday.
April 20 Company O's military ball.
April 17 Walter Scott, the Death.
Valley miner, in melodrama.

OF A MILLION ACRES A YEAR

Lesson

Pfo-pt-

,

RECLAIM DESERT AT THE RATE

ill

nn-is- ri

'

The Saliva becomes blended with the
Candy Cascaret tablet, and from the
moment they start going down your
throat together they start working together.
Now, what do they work at? Bowel-worof course Digestion.

Washington ,1). C, April 9. Many
persons will be surprised to learn that
get
Subscribe for The Citizen and
before the government turned a stone
he news.
s
an urea equal to the Mate of
had, by private Irrigation niter) rises, been wrested from the
ami valueless wastes of the
1
Page
:T0
Now coiiies the United States
west.
THE STANDARD PRIMER.
govci ti in tit to lend a hand and push
oaCKCTLLEP
forward the task of reclaiming the
desert pliiees.
The seentary (f the Interior estimate, 'lie reelaimable area of the
great Am- rican desert at 5'.i0,0Ul
No. 1.
acres, t ul.ieh area the present projects ino:(. less than
It is the guess of experts that
if;'.i.
i.
Jt-cthe goo rniiient will soon be reclaimuit
'V.
ing ti: de.-.at a rate of l.itiill.ODO
Does it not look
iiei,;. a war. At ihe end of ihe year
L't.oi; ;.ir instance, not less than
im.o a, ies will certainly have been
it does look mere
and put under cultivation.
ie:la
hu-ma- n.
'I be n.oi.i v s.ient lii reclaiming land
ii.ii!, 'in r ibe law, be repaid by settextending
in annual payments
lerwe do
it?
of ten years.
over a

wnen we

Bowel-Muscl-

tem. He brings 'lm t' town an' makes
'lm dodge de automobiles.'

Lie case of the lawyer. Patrick, who
Is charged with having murdered Wm.
R. Rice, one of his clients.
For the
first time in the history of the International Medical congress a woman
physician. Dr. Jennie McCowan, of
Davenport, Iowa, will deliver an address.

COMING

This Nutriment is then carried Into the
Blood, and spread over the Body as
Brain, Bone and Brawn.
But, when the
are weak,
the Food moves too slowly to stimulate
the little Gastric Mouths and there is no
flow, or too little flow of Digestive Juice,
to change the food into nourishment.
Then, the food decays In the Bowels,
and in the thirty feet of Intestines.
When this Decay begins the little suction pumps draw Poison from the decayed
Food, Into the blood, instead of the Nutrl-tio- n
it should have drawn.
Now, Cascarets contain the only combination of drugs that Stimulates these
Muscles of the Bowels and Intestines Just
as a Cold Bath, or open-a- ir
Exercise,
stimulates a Lazy Man.
Cascare's therefore act like Exercise.
They produce the same sort of Natural
result that a Six Mile walk in the country
would produce, without any injurious
Chemical effect.
The Vest Pocket Cascaret Box Is sold
by all Druggists, at Ten Cents.
Be sure you get the genuine, made only
by the Sterling Remedy Company, and
never sold In bulk. Every tablet stamped

.

f

lHht

The Intestines are also lined with millions of little suction pumps, that draw
the Nutriment from Food, as It passes
them in going through.

not digestion, you
even when it takes
In the stomach.
Food decayed in the body
after being eaten Is as dangerous to
health as food decayed before being eaten.
Food nourishes or pojsons, just according to how long it remains in the Bowels
undigested.
Cascarets are the simplest and surest',
safeguard against Delayed Digestion yet
discovered.
Is

"Smith's bought an interest In a
button factory."
"A button factory?
I didn't know
. i
there was such a thing as a button
factory."
Sold in a thin Enamel Box, half as
"Where did you suppose the buttons
thick as your watch, which fits Into the
all came from."
"I always suppnyed they wero one vest pocket or lady's purse as if It grew
of (he
of a stem laundry." there.
In this round-edge- d
Enamel Box are
There's many a girl In a short-armefound six small Candy Tablets.
dress.
One of these toothsome tablets works
Who doubt ly the long reaching glive
will bless;
wonders for digestion.
Though men o'er th 6hapo of lier arm
Soon as placed In the mouth It starts
may rave.
The truth Is 'twould be much Improved the Saliva flowing, which at once gets to
work dissolving It.
by a shave.
"I don't like ie way de Human Cannon Rail's trainin' fvr (lis fight."
"Aw, don't worry erhout him. He'll
be in shape C make le buttle uv Ills
life w'en de bell rings."
"Hut he ain't half trainin.' Wy don't
he slick t' de trainin' quarters? lie
c. nies
town ev'ry day at noon an'
siiivs till 5 er 0 in de evenin'."
"Dat's part uv de new trainer's sys-

m

How Good Food may
Turn to Poison

MOST ANYTHING

$1.60.
Bros., Grand Junction,
Tiownian
Colo., 18 killers, 1227 pounds, $4.73; 24
killers. 1008 p.mnds, $4.75; S3 feeders, 9G1 pounds, $4.00; 1 stag, 1270

street from University Heights.

the

Improvement Company

April 20th

;.,

ii

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

mexmaaaaatrot

No Sale Will Be Closed Before

'

FOR "PUBLICATION.

(Small Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Iind Office. Santa Fe, N. M
March ?, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim, under
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats.. 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893. (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United States
commissioner at Albuquerque, N.
on April 17. 190C, viz., Emlllo Sanchez,
for the small holding claim No. 2072.
in sections 24 and 25, township 7
north, range 2 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, vU:
Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of Peralta, N. M.; Kdward F. Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Fernlnlo Ferea, of
i'eraita, N. M., and Manuel Alderete,
of Feral a. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the. allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason umb r the laws and regulations
f the interior dejiartnient, why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the alove
e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evbleuce in rebuttal
of that submitted bv claimant.
cross-examin-

MANUEL

H. OTKRO.

Heglster.

namldni, at her parlors. No.
West HailroaJ avenue, is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicur-ing- .
Mrs. Hanibinis own preparation
of complexion en-abuilds up the
sAin and Improves the complexion,
nn. I is guaranteed not to be injurious. Shi also prepares a hair tonic
that cures and prevents dandruff and
nair falling out: r. stores life to dead
hair; ren.ovis moles, warts and
hair. Als a face powder, a
Irei hi,, cui,. and pimple cure and pile
cure. A'.l of these preparations are
g( table
purely
compounds. Have
just lidded a vibrator machine for
t
real m. 'i:t f seal;, face, and cure of
wrinkles. Il is also used for rheumar
pains and massage.
Mrs.

vm
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RELIGIOUS LANDMARK BLOWN
DOWN AT ST. MICHAELS.
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TAILORING

--

UPSTAIRS.

OVER NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE,
RAILROAD
0. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR

My tnercnant tailoring stiop Is upstairs over No. 2b'i West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first
class, an have had fifteen years' ei
perleuce In the business. Suits mads
anJ
'o order. Clothes cleaned, pres.-erepaired. The specifx I use will not
injure the cloth. Ladies' garmen's
iiso cleaned and walking skirt made
o) order, dive me a trial.
O. nAMIUNl.
1

d

broken

Will
IHI a .V .ill
II,. n'o of Ihe
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MERCHANT

Watch Us Crow.
!u:np has In
d. oit'e r'aoon's dr.ii; store.
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Arizona Scheme to
Develop

in con-

ducting to the arid district water from a distance, either
through pipes or by means of canals, and there distributing it. There is, however, another method of irrigation which may be applicable when the section to be
watered is too far from the running streams. Such a
system was described some time ago in a paper by F.
B. Trask, before the American Society or Civil Engineers.
This is the system at Ontario, Cal.
The strking feature of the Ontario system is that,
Instead of transporting water to the dry section, water
is used to generate electrical energy, which Is itself
various points
transported
or rather trans,mitted--t- o
throughout the district to be watered, and there used
tf operate pumps which draw the Irrigating water from
can be
Such an arrangement
underground sourceB.
adopted only where there is an underground supply tf
water sufficiently large for the purpose. Moreover, an
electric sysetm probably would be more expensive to install, except where the physical difficulties of construct
ing a canal are very great, or the distance through which
the wafer is conducted Is itself great. Hut there an
no doubt, many such situations to which water can be
conducted onlv at a prohibitive cost. If, on the other
hand, there is a water power not too far away, the elec
trical irrigating system might be used, for then the
physical obstacles between the water and the farms are
of not much Importance and the cost of running a power
line is much less than that, of building an irrigating
canal. The electrical power may be conducted ovei;
small wire up hill and down with equal facility, while
water must be led in a large ditch built nearly level, or
else in large, expensive pipes. Electrical Review.
.

According to Secretary Wilson, there is a good time
coming for the farmers of the country. It is to be hoped
that his prophecy may come true. "The grasshoppers
will find so much to eat," Bays Secretary Wilson, "that
they will not be noticed, and the hot winds will find so
much fresh and green to blow against that they will be
In 1910 Hie production
checked and cooled.
per acre will be twice as great as it was in litou." The
factors that have contributed to the growth of agricul
ture in this country are numerous. Quick and chean
transportation 13 the first. The many agricultural schools
and colleges are another. The state agricultural depart
ments and'exprimental stations also demand considera
tion. Farmers' organizations and publications devoted
to the farm have had an incalculable effect. Nor is it to
be questioned that the national agricultural department
lias helped.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL H, 1906.
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Water

Arizona Republican.
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years ugo the work of tunneling

into
About three
Previous to this,
Graham mountain was commenced.
however, the best engineering talent In the country was
secured, to locate a site for a resrvoir. l ne main onjeci
of the promoters was to secure an abundant flow of
water from the depths of this mountain range, then store
It in a mammoth reservoir, from which could be generated power sufficient to run all machinery that would
ever be needed In the Gila valley. The engineers selected
a splendid site, and if the promoters are successful, there
will be enough water to supply every ranchman in the
valiey, besides generating power for the mills, factories,
etc., within a radius of several miles. Another important
object the promottrs have in view is the finding of rich
mineral veins. If water is not found In quantities hoped
for, a rich mine may be found, either of which would be
of great benefit to this valley. The chances for finding
the former are certainly very good. During tne uryesi
times in past years water has been found in nearly all
the canyons, where it bubbled forth from springs that
seldom ever fall. Experts are of the opinion that some
where south of the Graham mountain, not far distant, is
a large underground lake, which supplies a vast area
of country. It is positively known also, that the Sulphur
Springs valley lies several hundred feet above the Tri
umph timnel site.
That valley is known to contain
almost an Inexhaustible supply of water; therefore, the
chances are good that a stream from that source may be
encountered.
O
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Spring Blouse
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Very heavy precipSanta
itation occurred during the month of March over the
nn acheadwaters of the San Juan and Animas rivers, adding
The Commercial Chit) of this city Is show-in'
tivity of effort fur tho advancement of AlbnquerqiK
greatly
to the depth of snow and assuring an abundance
d.
prospority which cannot he too highly runmicnd-during the season in these streams, nnd their
water
cf
the
from
towns
ha,
Tho need of all our New Mexico
communeast tributaries. In the southern port inn of the
and
north
first, been a supporting and surrounding rural
towns
of
territory
a
district, however, very little hiiijw occurred,
northwest
called
has
been
ity. In fact, this
a
Heavy
nnd Utile remains over the Zuni mountains.
with no country to maintain them. Not only was this
fact but such fact was the strongest and most Insuperable
snow also occurred over the headwaters of the III"
populaobstacle to New Mexico's growth in wealth and cattle, Grande and its principal northwest tributaries, while to
tion. The produce of her mines; the sale of her
sheep and wool; the lumber from her denuded mountain the eastward, on the west slope of the Sanpre de t'rlsio
South f
Tanges all these natural resources brought money into range, a considerable increase Is reported.
the country; but Mich money could not remain, because Bernalillo county, the precipitation was mostly rair. and
it had to be sent to the east again to pay for all the light, although considerable snow remains In the nigh
necessities of life.
But better prospects are dawning upon New Mexico. mountains. A material Increase occurred in the
The tide of immoral ion Is taking on a new character. depth In the northern mountains, which, wl'h the prevn kinder do thoe cominc among us look only to the vious large supply, will Insure abundant water well into
imrns the mines, the sheep and cattle ranges, and the( the summer, with dnnger of early floods, especially
railroads, for employment. The new immigration is
in May to hasten the nieuing.
Irom the farms of the states, and they are demanding should warm raln3 occur
opportunity
slopn
of the Sangre de Crlsto, at
the
or
eastern
the
Over
find
can
farms
they
to know where
to make them in this land of health, sunshine and the headwaters of the Canadian, a fair increase In the
plenty.
depth of snow occurred, 'nnd the outlook for water has
The government is taking Impotant steps to meet Improved considerably. No snow remains in the lower
e
this demand. The impounding of surface waters,
of
development of underflows, and the encouragement of the altitudes, over the. plains, nor In the low mountains
Campbell system of scientific dry farming, are opening Union county. Early and generous summer rains will be
large arable areas in many parts of the territory, and needed in this district. Practically no snow occurred
in those parts the immigrants are seeking settlement, over the Pecos and southeast, or Gila and southwest, exwhile the towns of those sections are bestirring them- cept
at the headwaters of the Pecos and over a few
selves to reap the largest possible harvest from this
of the higher peaks of the southern rnnges. Advancing
change in the character of New Mexico's immigrants.
It behooves Albuquerque to bo abreast of the times, spring weather has melted the snow In the lower alti
if she wishes to retain her long undisputed and indis- tudes, and caused a material decrease generally in tne
putable supremacy as the metropolis of New Mexico. The stored depth. The outlook Is good for the early flow,
activity of the Commercial Club and the lines along which but seasonal rains will be needed to carry the supply, far
this activity is taking form, show that Albuquerque has into the summer.
nothing to fear under the changed conditions now beginning to manifest themselves.

Irrigation by Wire
Irrigation, as usually thought of, consists

CITIZEN.
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Published Dally and

EVENING

have
Caleb Samp-o- n
Rev. nrwl V
Issued cards Inr the marriaue of their
(laughter, Anna Tcgweln, to Fred S.
Hopping, on Thursday evening. April
19, in the Mesa ranch.
The Horn" M:H"!i ladies of th"
Highland Methodist cli'm h will give
an Easier Ten tomorrow afternoon,
April 12. from :l l' f o'clock, at the
home of Kev. J. M. Soille. 2:11 South
Walter stiee;. Everyone Invited.

Suits

.o
O

?e-er-

tmrmBmwTs

1

There wiil be a meeting of the Hlks
tonight, at witch time a number ol
candidates, two irom neien, ana
others from the Santa Fe cut-oline, will be initiated Into the mystery
ies of the antlered tribe. Installation
of the newly elected officers is schedule! for tonight's meeting.
O
This evening, ai 7 o'clock, in tne'
vestry rooms of Temple Albert, Itaiibi
Kaplan will deliver a lecture, with
views, on
four dozen stereopticon
Biblical characters, especially on the
Passion services. This lecture is ar
ranged primarily for the children of
the congregation, but till members, as
are cordially
well as
invited.
al

Nothing more becom

.?fm

ing to the average small
bov than the RLOIJSR
SUIT has ever been

ff

j devised

Sailor or Rus
sian Blouse Style with
Bloomer Pants.

My store is headanf
ters for Boy:

dren's Clotl
Caps, Shoes

Evangelical Lutheran Church Cor
ner of Sixth street and Ltad avenue.
Service Thursday evening, at 7:30.
Rev. H. J . Yarger, I). D., field secre
tary of the Hoard of Church Extension, will preach in English. Service
on Good Friday evening, conducted by
the pastor, Rev. E. Moser, in German.
Everybody is cordially Invited to at
tend these services.

ML

I

Policy of HMs Sfo

organization, held
in the Commercial
Club building. It was found that the
organization, financially, was in a
good way, and that the outlook for its
future width and breadth of scope in
doing good was exceedingly bright. A
report from the soliciting committees
brought out the fact that they were
meeting with much, hearty support
from almost everyand
one called upon. Mesdames Alfred
Grunsfeld and Samuel Neustadt, com
posing one soliciting committee, announced in their report, that they had
secured subscriptions to the fund
amounting in all to $375. Other com
satisfactory
mittees also reported
subscriptions, but were not ready to
render their final report. Another
meeting of this charitable organlza- -'
tion is called for next Tuesday

sociated
y

MANDI

J

At a meeting of the directors, of
ficers and others interested in the As

;

:

Charities

esterday afternoon
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GAVE SATISFACTION.

r:,,t

Wm.Ghap
J Not only meam

.

The

entertainment
afforded local
yesterday afternoon and
evening by the Honey's Boys Concert
company, was of the kind tiiat appeals
to all lovers of good music and good
singing. A fair h;us3 greeted them
at the matinee performance and the
evening vntertainnicnt drew a good
audience, all of whom were well pleas
ed with the playing and singing of
Honey s musical youths. The program
was varied enough to suit the tasUs
of all, and the change of costumes.
during tlie rendering of the program, 3
assisted in the charm of the enter
tainment.
theater-goer-

X

X-- X-X

best shoes but it st
equally for hones
vertising.

s

z

Norman Hapgood, editor of Collier's, in an address
before the Contemporary Club at Philadelphia, repeateu
his attacks on the press of the United States. Dr. William
Bayard Hale, managing editor of the Philadelphia Public
Ledger, made a spirited rejoinder, in which he pictured
"National Weekly." The
the nolicv of the
New York Times reported what Dr. Hale said, as fol
lows:
"In extenuation of the crimes with which we are ac
fused, I can only plead, on behalf of myself and a number
John Montague McCollum, Jr., died at Globe, Ariz., of colleagues, that apparently we had totally miscon
Friday, April 6, after an illness of but three days. In ceived the idea and purpose of a newspaper. Until the
August, 1U04, less than two years ago, in connection with distinguished editor who conies to us tonight crowned
his father, Judge J. M. McCollum of Safford, the de with the laurel of
victory '(The Town
ceased founded the Arizona Register, which he was con Topics case) had instructed us we had not understood
dutclng at the time of his death. But a few days after that the chief end of the throbbing press was to wage
his 28th birthday, death came and ended a career which merciless war on those fearful agents of woe: Bromo
was full of hope ana happiness, a Kentuckian bv birth, Seltzer, Orangeine Powders, and Pink Pills for Pale
a printer by trade, a husband of less than two years, a People.
rising young man in his community, a favorite with all
"We had not discovered the great truth that civic
who knew him his early and unexpected death Cut interests, international politics, the clash at home and
short a life filled to the full with promises of honor and abroad of Ideas and principles, the issue here between
usefulness. Ills family, his friends, his community and church and state, there between revolution and con
his profession, has each buffered a loss the memory of frvntim. the nrncresB of science, art. literature we formance.
which time may soften but the extent of which cannot be had not discerned that to describe all this was nothing
"SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER." v
atoned.
story of
when we might be telling the history-makin- g
"She Stoops to Conquer," that de- Hostetters, and Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup; that it lightlul comedy of the old school dra
Very important demands upon the was of far less consequence that the Japnnese took Port matists, will be presented in the Elks
Henry Clews:
European money markets are impending. A Russian loan Arthur than It was that Mrs. Smith of Kalamazoo, took theater Mav 3, as the annual com
mencement play of the University of
of about $250,0110.000 will shortly be announced. Doth Peruna.
"Empires are convulsed, dynasties tootter, govern- New Mi xico, and will be presented,
the German and French governments are also likely to
soon come inlo the market as extensive borrowers: while ments fall, legislation more important than any since the is In the past, entirely by student
Prof. W. E. Garrison, presithe British government and also the London County Civil War is enacting at Washington. Eatultously we talent.
college, Indianapolis,
dent or'
Council contemplate putting out important loans at no have been watching these commonplace events when we Ind.. w Itutler
be present I deliver the
distant date. It is estimated that the new- demands from should have been exposing, and incidentally advertising. cumin mii ment address, and the class
tnose several sources w ill approximate about $7oo,uiih,iiihi. a contemptible society journal which a vast majority of day exercises will be held on the camAt the same time the new capital Issues in England in b rent Americans had never seen or heard of before
pus, in he out door amphitheater that
is In itig constructed Ukiu the college
March and April were unusually large as a result of trade not smelt.
and Industrial activity. As for the Russian loan, it
"Not one newspaper editor in a thousand ever heard groin:, Is. President Tight, of theuni-viisiis working hard to have the
to be seen how it will go.
of the Proprietary Association of America, which Mr
Hapgood telis you has its skeleton fingers on our throats "Ar.n r theater" completed in time,
succeed.
Alamogordo News: During the winer and up 'o a not one in ten thousand ever saw so much as a hair of and ii. thinks he o-will
few weeks ago, there were more home ranch eugs mar- the tail of a yellow dog of any description.
ROBINSON PARK CONCERTS.
keted in Alamogordo than ever before and at no time
"The Issue which Mr. Hapgood really raised is
Ne' Monday, weather perml'ting.
did the price of eggs get lower than 25 cents per' dozen. whether the puss is to continue to be an agency for the and i .ich Sunday thereafter, the First
r,t band will render concerts
This is one good sign that we are becoming
spread of information or is to degenerate into a common
and to be
is to be Independent. Our scold. We glance at the publication which Mr. Hapgood In Ho' :tison park, on West Railroad
ranchmen recognize the hen as a valuable asset in this conducts with such signal ability, and what do we find? avcir.ie, from 3 to 5 o'clock, continuseries of summer concerts
country and though eggs should become so plentiful that We find its whole strength and genius bent to persuade ing !in
until !';.
se of the season. The
the price may go lower than 25 cents per dozen yet us ihat the financial world Is a structure of corruption; cone , at clCasino
hall, until the house
egg
industry
profitable
would
be
the
at even 2" or 15 that the United Staes tnrsurv is criminally inefficient
Is g:v :i over May 15 to theatricals,
cents per dozen.
that the United States senate is a club of dissolute and will !,.. given by a stringed orchestra,
incapable millionaires, and the house a lair of bandits and darning, as in the past, will con
Clayton Enterprise;
Itob Mansker butchered the whose chief business is ihe promotion of private graft tinue
be a feature of the Sunday
large steer Monday, which we reported the purchase of bills; that war pensioners are dead beats; that college after:, n attractions at Traction
in our last Issue. The steer weighed gross 1.7 In pounds athletic victories aie bought and sold; that conspirators pari.
and dressed out l,2un. Tho animal cost Bob $7!.!t5. This are running off with Niagara Falls; that grocers are
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
shows what feed will do towards the production (,f fine thieves and druggists murderers; that the press is venal
stock. This steer was never let suffer for food since a and the pulpit Invertebrate; that the whole activity of
calf.
The small farm and stock ranch combined is man is larceny, bribery, bank wrecking, franchise grab- KOIl KKNT Cheap, one lar;e, m ally
l
!.ed front room; housekeeping
what it will take to develop this country. Come as mar bing, blackmail, the concoction nf fraudulent foods and
i
a
;j
Pacific avenue.
utilizing the feed jou raise as possible. If feed is worth deadly drinks.
.1. rsey
fine, ymin
'M!
A
picyour
price
neighbors,
they
to
the
and
make a proti' on
"And this is offered by 'a National Weekly' s a
week.
Inquire
a
In
ol
i,
It
is worth tae same to you.
it.
ture of life today. Rubbish! There Isn't living a cynic
''
Win. Ituh.v. corner of Kighth
so grouchy and dyspeptic that he doesn't know it to U
;::nl Marble avenue.
Purple flowers of every hue will be giown in Denver a hideous and ghastly caricature. For the life "f "le I
o
to
welcome
the
Elks
this )ear
reunion in July. They cannot see any more to despise in the yellow society
BARKER HOUSE ROLLS,
,
i'... r Hons-are to be planted in the parks, in private residences an I shet that assassinates private reputations than there is
rolls fresh
iy day.
... orders and will deliver. 711
calwherever an added tinge of purple can be added to the to
in a ye. low weekly that systematically
landscape.
Twelfth Street.
The Elks are going there Iho.immi strong, umniates public institutions and undermines confidence
o
and that many more visitors will be attracted to the city mi the general good faith and moral purposes upon which
'I. - iest native hay, at $:i.uti p.-the low rate and the hospitable entertainment.
the whole fabric of social order rests."
' i.
Central yards, 123 Kat Tijerut.
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pairs men's fine shoes
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
lOOOJpairs misses' and children's fine
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3

3000

74k
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"SCOTTY" IS COMING.
owing to tne cancellation or sev
"Scotty," the Death Valley
dales,
eral
miner, who was booked at the Elks'
theater for May 1, will appear here in
Charles A. Taylor's sensational melodrama, "Scotty, King of tho Desert
Mine," April 17. So much has been
written alKiut "Scotty" the pa-stw6
years that his name has become a byAccording t his press agent
word.
bis histrionic ability is as great as
his desire for speed. Not two or
three, as is usually the case, but
tlevcn ponderous sets of scenery arc
used in Charles A. Taylor's elaborate
production of his quaint native drama
of the southwest. "Scotty, King of the
Desert .Mine." The stage, settings of
this piece are said to excel anything
fver before seen with this style of
Indeed, !n
dramatic entertainment.
the niatu r of providing expensive and
accurate mountings for his great play,
Mr. Taylor has gone to the great
lengths which ure followed only In the
most conspicuous of musical plays.
"Scotty, King of the Desert Mine," introducing Walter Scott, the famous
Valley miner and his intelligent
mule. Slim, will lie seen here at the
Elks' theater April 17, for one per
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shoes.
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Our window display wiil
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
caretuily inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that If you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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Will. CHAPLIN
Wootton
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Myer,

Albuquerque

FOULS

AND
j

Machine Works

Farms

and

Ranches

Foundry and

R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Casting; Ure, Coal and Lumber Can; Shaftlan.
Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columna and Iron Fronti tor
Buildings.
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Albuqaeryne, Jfl. M.
"oundry east bide of railroad tiack.

Real Estate

u.
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
$ ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.

ME LIN I & EAKIN,

K

rar

i
C

I
4

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue 3d
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street. Albuquerque, New Meilce.

M.
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CO.

RANKIN

Wholesale liquo; anrj

0

&.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOANS

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10. N. T.

Albuquerque

JnniJ

W.

Buildlna

Novelty

L. TRIMBLE & CO.

WorKs LIVERY, SALE FEED

AND TRANS-

0. W. Strong's Sons

FER STABLES

F. 8. HOPPING. Proprietor

South Second Street
STRONG BLOCK.
Horses and Mules bought and ex
changeu
of
shipment
large
received,
Just
Rambler. Columbia, and BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITT
rweinnri
RenairinK of all
rlea
Second street, between Railroad and
kinds. Itefore buying give us a call
Copper avenues.
NOTICE.
and
Superintendents
Fairtiew
.1 ... laL-t
t.tinte.; nf nnv JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
mimlu r to anv noint in the mountains,!
Carries the United States mall,
during the coming season, in my wuk- ,MONUMENTS
onette. the .Minnehaha." at reasona-- only line with a change of stock en
good
rigs,
route:
horses and drivers;
L. C. WARDWKLL.
hie rates.
N. Second St.. Botfc Phones.
S23 South Arno street.! rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
6
Wednesday
Friday
a.
m.
o
Foi
and
at
.
Come in and read the tag?-- Prices particulars, address W. L. Trimble
,
A C1 Uen want ad will get tie buaV
Co.,
or
Albu
N.
Albuquerque,
agents,
i
"peak louder than promises.
ness. Try one.
U. BLOCK. Proprietor. Perea. N. M.
querque Carriage Oo.
321
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DISTRICT COURT

Judge Abbott Sustains Demurrer in Assessor Case.

Trujillo Not Guilty.
JOHN

D. MORRIS

FORFEITS

BONO

Title cf Case.
F A. Hnbbe'.l. plaintiff, vs. Jesus
Marin Sandoval, tt al., defendant.
Memorandum by the Court.
Section l'. Chapter U0. of the Acts
of l'.K'o. of the legislative Assembly
of Ne-- Mexico, provides that, county
assessor; shall be paid for their services "on warrrnts of the county
That provision, as it
related not '.o the amount of compensation but only to the formalities
1a be observed in" procuring payment.
applied as well to services rendered
before as after it went into effect. Trie
complaint alleges that the defendant,
Sandoval, presented to the plaintiff a
"warrant" "issued in pursuance of"
the "allowance" theretofore made by
the Board of County Commissioners of
Bernalillo county, of a claim for services made by the said Sandoval. A
copy of said claim Is attached to the
complaint with the memorandum upon
it by the clerk of the commissioners
"Paid by county warrant No. 219."
The defendant, Albright, presented
to the plaintiff for payment what purported to be an order to the treasurer
of the county to pay the amount
named in it, signed by th echairman
of the county commissioners, and attested by the clerk. This appears to
have been filed in the office of the
probate clerk. August 28, 1905, and
was presented for payment to the
plaintiff, as his complaint states, on
that day. At that time the statute
above referred to was In effect. The
order was not in accordance with its
requirements, even if it was such an
order as the law previously in force
required, and therefore Imposes no
obligation on the plaintiff to pay it.
v

Tru'lllo Not Guilty.
'sAfter laboring from 12:13 o'clock
lis morning until 1:30 this afternoon,
I
iess the noon hour, the jury which
sat upon the case of the Territory vs.
Andres Trujillo, charged with stealing
a cow, found the defendant not guilty.
Trujillo claimed he bought the cow
alleged to have been stolen, from' a
person who could not be found. The
animal was sold to David Farr. the
butcher, from whom it was replevined
iy the actual owner, a resident of Old
Mbuquerque. On the cow "being
Trujillo made pood with Mr.
"arr by reimbursing him with "the
noney he had received for the cow.
i"he cow was stolen from off the mesa
where it had been put on pasture by
its owner.

I

John D. Morris Forfeits Bond.
This afternoon, on taking up the
case of S. I Gray, charged jointly
with John D. Morris with obtaining
money under false pretenses, Pistrict
Attorney Clancy asked for Morris, and
the sheriff was ordered to bring Morris
or his horulnmen into court.
"John P. Morris! John P. Morris!
John D. Morris! M. W. Klournoy, M.
V. Flournoy, M. W. Flournoy! Frink
McKee!
Frank McKee!
Frank
Come into court and produce
body
of
John P. Morris or otherthe
wise y:ur bond wiil be forfeited.4' exclaimed Under Sheriff Heyn in a loud
voice.
T. X. Wilkerson, who appears as
attorney for Morris and Gray, objected, saying, "My client is not here,
because I don't expect to try both of
these cases at once. I don't think
there is any ground for the statement
that he could not be found and did not
expect to be here."
District Attorney Clancy said that
he had every reason to believe that
Morris had no intention of standing
Mc-Ke- e!

trial.

The body of Morris was not
duced and the trial of Gray was taken
released on $.r00

up. Morris was
lion d s.

The first witness on the stand was
O. N. Marron. attorney for the Southwestern Brewery and Ice company,
one of the firms that "bit" on the Morris and Grav scheme to the extent of

Miss Anna Kelly, who made A.bu
querque her home for several weeks.
winter before last, arrived from El
Paso this morning, and is spending the
day in the city with friends.
Mihs
Kelly is on her way to Pes Moines, la..
nor Jiome.
Elis Baca of Bareias was placed un
der arrest today by Constable Smith
on a .complaint sworn out by I.ola
Pino, also of Bareias. The prosecuting
witness complains that Baca broke into
her honse this morning about 0:30
o'clock, and that several days ago he
broke into a trunk belonging to her
and took from it some money that
belonged to her. Baca will be given
ia hearing befsre Judge Craig, probably
(tomorrow. The woman is an eninlove
'of the Alvnrado laundry.
United States Marshal C. M. For- aker and Deputy Wiley returned this
morning from attending United States
court at l.as Cruces. A. Morale?, a
native oi : Mexico,.
arrested T.this
..
i r it r f .It;.
:
I. . .
f;oous on Illlii,
'i im line nullU liirj
plead guilty to snniggllns-Jiqu- or
into
the United States from Mexico. The
Chinese smuggling case, in which two
Southern Pacific trainmen are charged
with helping Celestials across the line
from Mexico, which is considered a
important case, was taken up
yesterday, and Is now on trial.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF
THE
-
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STATE NATIONAL BANK
At Albuquerque, in the Territory of
New Mexico, at the Close of Buei-nesApril 6, 1906.

Resources,
Ixmns and discounts . .
$342,015.78
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
16.tiol.21
v
U. S. Bonds, to stcure circulation
100.000.00
Premiums on V. S. bonds
5,(H'.8.73
Banking house, furniture
and fixtures
5,392.41
Due from national banks
(not reserve agents)
2,483.57
Due from state banks and
bankers
5.278.63
Pue from approved reserve
agents
75.521.94
Cheeks and other
cash
items
3,670.97
Notes of other
national
1. 500.00
banks
Fractional paper currency,
ntck Is and Cents
s:.9 s.o
Lawful money reserve in
bank, viz:
Specie
17.793
Legal telidei
9.7fc4 17.."77.0"
notes
Redemption fund with V
S. treasurer, (5 per cent
5,'i'M).(ni
of circulation
I

.

1

ultra-viole-
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COURT

slated for a speech. The- committee
appointed is composed of Messrs. W.
S. Hopewell. D, A. Macpherson
and

page rivt.

-

CIRCLES

Joe Padilla Toted a Pistol

and Was Arrestcd-Boo- ze
fighters in Hock.

THE

A. B. McOaffcy.

MAIMETS

and Carriages

Go-Ca- rts

During the meeting Wallace Hos
t Iden
made the announcement that
HOC
- MONCY MET'.l
00L
over ISho.MOO was spent annually by
Albuquerquoana f'r butter nnd ices,
shipped In her for local consumption.
The majority of this money went, said
Spelter.
St.. Louis, M , April 11. Spelter.
Mr. Hesselden, to Kansas, and it was
$:..'.'.-absurd, he added to help Kansas along to this extent, when
Provisions.
the money could be kept right at
ClibaiO, April 1
Following were
home, if a few men who have the
means and energy, would engage in closing pi lei s today:
Wheat May, 7!c; July, 7n'c.
the raising of'these pr.ducts.
Corn Miy, 46'4c; .lulv, 46'c.
Oats May, .t2'c: July, 3uNc.
SLATED F0RA NEW JOB
Pork May. $16,224: .lulv, $lt',,30.
Lard May, JS.70; Julv, $S5.
PRINCE
HOHENLOHE LANDEN- Ribs May,' $S.724: July. $8.8:1.

For the youthful heir. In original
and novel designs, are among the
lately arrived goods. We have them

1

AN

INSULTING

VAG

D

P'isinesp i;: police circles, which has
been on the blink for some time past.
Is picking up, thtre being six
victims
up before Police Judge Crawford this
morning, in addition to thesi-- . the
city habile harbors ne Frank Miller,
a foreigner, who was picked up a day
or two ago while loading hay in front
of Iiachechi & Giomi's place, apparently temporarily deranged in his upper story. Unliss his symptoms of
"natticess" fade away shortly, he will
be sent to the county jail until his
sanity can be inquired into.

BURG MAY SUCCEED VON BUE-LOAS GERMAN CHANCELLOR.

mmm

5.

device.

308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

Are the pride of the home nd the charm of the city. We
have the kind
of lawn supplies that will keep your lawn fresh and green.
IT

Shovel.
"SVJanwi

T

V

'MC-jf-

Lady Pockrdl. who was recently
elected chairman of the Blackrock,
Dublin. Urban council, is the wife ot
day afternoon, entering peoples' houses Sir Maurice E. Dockrell. She was
and becoming insulting when refused vice chairman of the Blackrock counfood. Lee, who sports a peg leg, was cil fcr some years and has long been
given ten days for begging, where-ups- interested in public affairs.
he offered to put up his wooden
leg for security, but It was no go.

'

FIRE DESTROYS HOUSE
i

18 GOLD

AVENUE

J. W. MASTERS

7

ii"i.
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of thel
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CIGARS

bear this brand on the box label :i
White Lily, a sure sign of increase
Trom sorrow, Indication of a divorce
from carklng care. Tomorrow may,
hring its troubles, but tonight wel),
let's be comfortable and serene eve
a long pull without a strong pull at
one or two White Lily cigars. Five
cents for a single specimen; 2 for a
box of fifty.

,

V

A.

J.

113a WEST

i no 02. isTmoll
4

Y

!

MB

I

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

I

jOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
t 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

Unas Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc. 0

SAMPLE A NO

$

CLUB BOOMS

m

w

TUr
ri n n LLSaurt
'.. rinai

IN BREAD

MAKING.
Is the most Important of all;
that

Is the selection
of proper flour.
There is no difficulty about this If
Empress flour is chosen. It ia bo
good and makes such aweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. Thebt
bread makers use It for that
Terr
reason.

:

M. BERGER,
'"'

"

'

ICCuvg

Wholesale Agent.
114 West Copper Ave.

Y I

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB
OLD

ELKS' THEATRE

SCOTTY

Colo, Phone B. 68

CARE-KILLIN-

col-:r-

five-roo-

nd 11.25

1

HOME SUPPLY COMPANY

platform, to be the object of a curi
ous crowd, while an ambulance wa
summoned to take him to St. J.Beph's
hospital. A comrade in blanket sat
mute and patiently by, .while the pale-fact- s
deftly handled the Injured Indian. Help came ot last, and poor a
was carted away. The steadfast com
rade followed.
How the San Domingo Indian Tiap- pened to be in Gallup or how he received his injury, could not be learned
clearly, but it is thought that he
was working for the railroad at the
Carlton City, and that he fell in the
way of the Gallup switch engine. A
railroad man Is authority for the
latter statement.

-- -j

loo-

.
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Delivered to any part of city.

GALLUP

Enrique Romero, loaded up on bad
OF GEORGE H. MOORE
last evening Rnd wandered into
police court thi:s morning with a deep
BY MAX GUSSAROFF
gash under his left eye and his cloth- OCCUPIED
AND FAMILY
HOUSE AND CONing covered with blood. Appearances
TENTS A COMPLETE LOSS ANwere against him. In spite of his decOTHER SMALL BLAZE.
laration of innocence, and he was
fined $5 or five days. A friend "made
Last evening, shortly before 10' THEY WERE HERE OVER SUNDAY
good" for him and, he went his way o'clock,
fire broke out .in George H.
-rejoicing;
Hon. T. D. Bums, one of the loadMoore's house at 105 South Edith
street, occupied by the family of Max ing merchants and shrcp raisers of
Gus.saroff. who conducts the Bruns- northern New Mexico,
NOVEL DECORATIONS
reached the
wick pool hall on Second street, in city yesterday
frnm a two months'
OF SHOP WINDOWS the Barnett building, completely gut- visit to various points in southern
ting the building and destroying all California. Mrs. Burns and their two
daughters who were with him have
APPROACHING EASTER MADE AP. the contents, on which Mr. Gussaroff gone
to Las Vegas for a short visit
PARENT BY WINDOW DECORA- carried between $3,400 and $3,500 inwith friends before returning home.
TIONS TH E HEN WITH THE surance.
No one was in the house nt the time The trip was greatly enjoyed by all
COLORED CHICKS.
the file started, antl its origin is still members of the party. Mr. Burns will
That Easter is fast, approaching Is in doubt. Mr. Gussiroff was at his likely leave in the morning for the
made manifest by a promenade down place ;f business, while Mrs. Gussa- north, while Mrs. Burns and daughthe principal thoroughfares of our roff and the children were attending ters may remain in Las Vegas for
some days. New Mexican.
city. On every hand the windows of the theatre.
Hon. and Mrs. Burns, with their
the shops are decorated for the ocThe fire department
responded
casion, (lowers, violets, and gaily
promptly but owing to the bursting of two daughters, Misses Marguerite and
ribbons, together with miniature a fire plug were unable to get a Emma, stopped over in Albuquerque
chickens, colored eggs, bunnUs. etc., stream of water on tae flames until last Sunday, going north Monday
playing the chief parts In the decora- the fire ha-- made such headway that morning. While here, Mr. Burns and
tive scheme.
to attempt to save the place was use- wife were the guests of Mrs. M. S.
One shop displays a barn yard, with less and the firemen confined their Otero, and the two young ladiis were
log cahin, wind mill
and other ac- efforts to preventing the spreading of shown the courtesies' by Mrs. Fred
cessories, in Its window, together with the blaze. Had a high wind been Lewis, whom they knew when the lata commonplace
looking hen with blowing it Is probable that the tire ter resided at Tierra Amarilla.
really wonderful little chickens, inas- would have proved very disastrous,
This afternoon, at 4 o'clock, Justice
brick, was
much as the chicks bear every color as the hJuse, a
of the rainbow. The old hen, gazing in a thickly settled neighborhood. No George Craig officiating, Miss Lorraine
on her brood, seems sore put to it damage, however, was done to the ad- Bauer, proprietress of the Graham
lunch counter, and Frank De Laney,
to figure out this, to her, strange phe- joining houses.
Mr. Moore states tha: he carried well known to a large number of
nomenon.
And, judging from some of the re- $l,5oi Insurance on the house, which friends in this city, were united in the
holy bonds of matrimony,
and will
marks heard from lookers-cn- ,
the old is a total loss.
t
make their future home In Albuquerhen is not the only one puzzled. This
que.
morning a little girl, after gazing at
Another Small Blaze.
the chicks, and the many colored "About 11:30 o'clock this morning the
Try a Citizen want ad.
eggs In the window, turned to her department responded to an alarm of
mother and said:
fire, reaching the scene of the blaze,
"D'you s'pose, mamma, they fed in the rear of 411 North First street,
the old hen on colored nrn to make before the fire whistle had ceased
her have colored chickens and lay sounding, and thereby averting what
colored eggs?"
might have developed, in a very short TUESDAY,
APRIL 17th
It is needless to. add that themo'het time. Into a disastrous fire.
failed to answer the question.
Some rubbish placed next to an outhouse, in the rear yard of the house
at 411 North Fourth street, belonging
BASE BALL NOTES
to W. F. Palmer, became Ignited in
AftT several weeks of fiddling, the some manner, setting fire to the outbase ball season for the local fans house. As the Alhuiit rque Lumber
will open next Sunday with a game yard is situated adjoining the Palmer
at Tracti n park between the Mcin- yard, only the prompt arrival of the
IN
tosh Browns and a team sailing under tirethedepartment previ nt. d the spread
of
blaze to the lumber.
the insignia of Bareias. In the forThe damage was ch mate, H 15
mer team will appeal Wilson and Ew-inpitchers; Dickey, catcher;
Kiinz, Clancy and Rov, infielders; and MR. AND MRS. E. C.
Ortiz, Hale. Graham and Collins, out- will appear several well known
FUEHR SURPRISED
while on the Bareias team
time players. Pettus and Gallegos MINERAL
OF!
A I PI !?
KNIGHTS
LODGE.
will form the battt rs for a starter, and
I V 1 1 1 1
PYTHIAS. PRESENTS OFFICER1 !
about the diamond and field will be
WITH TOKEN OF ESTEEM.
(.'haves,
Rambs.
stationed
Garcia,
I'enna. Sala.ar. Martinez, Gardino,
Last
of the mejii-N"- .
a nun;
Casrill-- . Ilelweg
ami
Perea. Fred bers of Mineral ln,!f.
4, Knights
('HAS. A. TAVIm.
.
M.-Golsmith will manipulate the indi- of Pythias, called up'
and Mrs.
game
cator. The
will be called at E. C. Fuehr, 4"0 S n:! Fourth fetreet.
30 o'clock.
ii. lll
agreeably Kurprisiiiir
by the
50c. 75c and $1
visit. During the
r of the even- - Pncei
ia:!ii
wi.I
:a.n in, 'he party, coin..' - i of Messrs.
in
tli in year.
An enthua-ti- e
meeting D. H. H.miright, A.
.."rison, L. w.
nt Cie fans held in the ( arhon Ci'y 'ill- . L. H. Cham!..
lie at Matson's lok
" J- K. Elder,
JH. Cr no, S. K. N a. oilier. It. J,'
list week. Charles C'liri.stman was
April 13. at 9 o'clock.
V:
chosen manager for Un- Carbonites Hust a, 11 K. Ail.ii,.
lesented Mr. I
and Kav Aldrich was selected to car- Knelir, who is an
in Mineral'
loilge. w.;th a Rjlv,.j
tain l hem.
'f bow, of
::d '!i sign, as
beautiful wot kinans:.:
AN OPPORTUNITY
a slight token of tin 1. 'b esteem in
COMMITTEE NAMED
For saving in your office
which thev held h:m
w.'ii. is louinl in the use of
Mr. K;ielir, who
ii In the
l
s
TO ATTEND BANQUET
ri3kinK' btihiness :.
city t,
LOOSE LEAF DEVICES
h'-' vera! yers pa-t- .
wiih his
s and siz's made in
Ail
OF SOUTHWESTERN COMMERCIAL
Wife, will leave
n
!c"
Antonio,
our o n shop.
CLUBS
IN
TO BE HELD
ST. Texas. Friday, win",
will engage
We an rule and finish any
LOUIS $850,000 A YEAR
FOR ill lie wholesale p. it
Misinihs, and
kind of si" elal forms.
BUTTER AND EGGS.
where he and his
intend to
..; to see our STATEMENT
make their fuluiv h.
!
'o
At lat night's mee'ing
di
I.Iil't.lilt. SYSTEM, for retail
rectors of 'he Commercial rluh. a
"It's a winner."
no ic ban--H. II. McKennu
'he m
mntifee was named to a'tend t bi- 'lis yesierday
from
City,
annual ha mi n i t of the S'ni'hweniern transacting
busiu.
Commercial ililis. to be held in s;.
i)
o ic
Ixuis, Mo., April 17, and which GovSubscribe
Th.
and get
ernor llageruiau will attend, h- - beint tLe news.
booze
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A San Domingo Indian was brought
in fnm Gallup this morning on train
No. 2. with both feet cut off. He was
born from the express car on a hard
stretcher, and deposited on the depot

Mike Lee. from the "ould counthry."
got rather naughty and saucy yester-

ZSn
vr.n
vv

-

Sprinklers and Hosn Menders.
OFFICIAL GARBAGE r.ANft

1

AT

-

cotton
... Hose

rMi.J
f

INDIAN

INJURED

-.

.nj
"

nn
nuu ..-ul35c and up
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Rafces

Sheep Receipts, 5,0o0; market was
steady; muttons, $4.506; lambs, $5
range wethers,
6.50;
$5.506.25
feeders, $4.505.65.

SAN DOMINGO

N. At. jj

Albuquerque,

BEAUTIFUL LAWNS..

43
108

Karwat City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., April 11. Cattle
Receipts, 5.000, Including 300 south
erns; market steady;
native steers.
$4.905.75; southern steers, $3.75
5.2o; southern cows, $2.50 4.25; na
tive cows and heifers, $2.50 (ff 5;
Blockers and feeders. $3(fT4.SO; bulls
;tiJ4.2a; calves, $3416.50; western
fed Bteers, $3.75Ci5.25; western fed

mf

0

PRICES ARE THE
LOWEST.

OUR

cows, $3.75ff?4.40.

ml

,

Mlbert Faber

Closing Stock Quotations.
York, April 11. FoVowing
were cl.lng quotations today:
Atchison, com
934
Atchison, pfd
1024
New York Central
143
Pennsylvania
1414
68
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific, com
1564
Union Pacific, pfd
954
Copper
11074
U. S. S.. com
V. S. S., pfd

with all modern improvements,
rubber tired and patent back

wtmk

New

J e Padllla, saloon keeper In the
peaceful (?) Zuni mountain district
around Ketner. was taken in charge
!a.-;-t
evtninx while under the influence
of liquor, charged with carrying con
cealed weapons. Padllla, who is a
deputy sheriff, maintain that he has
a right to "tote" a gun. and in conse
quence, his hearing was postponed
until this afternoon at 5 o'clock, when
Prince Ernest o: Hohenlohe-Lan-denburg- .
Officer Wagner, the arresting policewho Is slated for the chanman, will appear against him. Padllla in court this morning said that cellorship of the German empire when
Officer Wagner, seeing that he was Chancellor von Bmdow retires.
drinking, asked him to leave bis pistol with the bartender, and that he. SHE IS CHAIR'aTo?
Padllla. did this, whereupon the UA COliNCiL I IRELAND
"Well, you haven't' got a
lcer said:
gun on now, so I guess I'll take you
to jail." And to jail went Padllla.

'

..Prettily Upholstered..

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, April 1 1. Cattle Receipts,
16,tMi; market
steady to strong;
beeves, $4 8.35: cows and heifers, $3
T4; stockerg nnd feeders, $2.ioi&"'4.60;
Tt xans. $3.85(ff 4.50.
Shetp Receipts,
10,000; niarKet
steady to slow; sheep, $3 (btt 6.25;
lambs, $4.50(6.60.

.

Maximo Carrillo and hig partner,
Juan Alvarado," were taken in charge
last night, charged with being habitual "can rushers" and vagrants. Carrillo was given ten days, but AlvnMontana G. A. R. Encampment.
rado was let off with instructions to
Bozeman, Mont., April 11. The "skiddoo."
twenty-secon- d
annual encampment of
the Montana Department of the Grand
The police drag net of last night
Army of the KepAlic and of the
in its meshes one Frank Scott,
Women's Relief Corps, opened here caught
charged with being intoxicated. When
a
morning
of
with
the
se?slon
this
in which the arresting officer approached Scott
council of administration,
told him he wanted him, Scott regeneral
adjutant
and and
of
books
the
the
plied: "Your face is familiar, but I
the assistant quartermaster general can't
quite place you."
were examined, and their accounts
"Well," retorted the officer, "1 can
audited.
place you in the city calaboose, "
o
Scott was given five days.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

Other witnesses in the case ar W.
Whitney, of the Whitney Hardware company; C. P. Goff. of the same
company; George H. Browne, for- merlyof 1,. B. Putney & Co., I. m.
Coffin, of the American Lumber company; G. E. Gustafson, of the Superior
planing mill, and Bernalillo Bearrup,
'f the Rio (irande Woolen company.
The case will consume all of this afternoon iind part of tomorrow.
Further Cases Set.
Tot
.020 of,
The case of the Territory vs. W. H.
Gillenwater, charged with drawing a
Liabilities.
gun in a settlement and using insultCapital
$1 iiO.iiOh.ih
paid in
ing language while armed, wiil follow Surplus stock
fund
ln.oou.itu
:he Gray case.
Undivided profi's. less
s and taxes paid ..
7,440.66
WHEN YOUTTeoST
National bank notes outHI, (Mil. on
standing
GOES YOUR SHADOW Pue to othei
national
1.1.219.21
banks
PROF. GATES' EXPLANATION OF Due to state minks and
1.737 12
bankers
HIS NEW VIOLET RAY, WHICH
DISCOVERY
HAS ASTONISHED Individual deposits subject
to cheek
i:i7'7.5"
THE SCIENTIFIC WORLD.
f i- lDemand certificates
New York. N Y. April 11. There
."11.202.06
ixisit
is tremendous interest among scien-ist- s Certified checks
M7.85
over ibe discovery, announced by Cashier's checks outstandt
ing
rays
Prof. Rimer Gates, of
399.60
of light which art rd the first and
ony accurate met hud of determining
Totai
$'Sl,02.o6
whether a person is actually dead and Territory of New
county of
Bernalillo, ss:
which will detect the approach of disI, J. B. Herndou, cashier
ease long hi fore it can be discovered
of the
by any skill e!
modern medical above named bank, (). solemnly swei
that the above statement is true, to
ssdenoe.
Prof, catt-- is a nian of established the best of my knowledge and
reputation. H formerly lived at Pay-ton- ,
J. B. HERN DON.
Ohio, but now resides ill WashCashi. r.
ington.
Subscribed and sworn t before me
If what their disc overer claims for hi- - loth dav of April. Jltnfi.
PAUL, TKUTSCH,
them is borne out, they will go far toNotary Public
ward solving many of h mysteries of
life, death, disease and thought tranCorrect Attest:
. i
O. N. MARRON.
sfer nee.
Living subjects placed in these rays
J. A WKINMAN,
throw s shadow which exists only as
WILLIAM FARR.
long as there is life in the subject.
Directors.
R.

BUSINESS IN POLICE

et

.lu.ige Abbott this morning tsust allied
the demurrtr in the. Intel pleader case
of the Bernalillo county assessor
wrangle. In which at present two assessors lay claim to the same commissions. The conn held that the
statement presented by the plaintiff
was not eutneient ground upon which
the court should undertake the responsibility of paying out said commissions, thus relieving the county
treasurer of such responsibility.

$10.

When the subject dies, the body
transparent and the shadow
vanishes.
By tnese rays also the innermost
processes of human thought are re
vealed and when the rays are played
n two persons sitting side by side
they will show which has the stronger
ni' ntality.
"I was experimenting," tald Prof.
C.att s." with invisible light and electric waves when I found that certain
ultra-violrays
wave lrng'hs
would pass through a dead animal
body more completely than through
the living body. Here, then, Is a new
test ofrfieath. and also a new means
of diagnosis, revealing diseased and
partly dead structure' in the living
organization."
It was surgested that the - transparency of the dead . rganizatlon and
the vanishing of the shadow might be
due to the passing away of the soul.
"This conclusion." said Prof. Gates.
" was not warranted, as I subsequentthe
ly found that the opaqueness;
shadow of living bodies, was due to
presence of electric currents in the
nerves and muscles. While life exists
the body is a bundle of electric currents, through which electric waves
ennnrt pass.
;ive off
"All living organizations
tlectrir waves In proportion to their
degree of muscular or mental activity. This I have measured by a delicate electrical apparatus in my laboratory.
"This enables us to measure up one
man's thought against another and to
tell how much mental effort a man is
putting forth. When measurements
indicate any falling off. it Indicates
the apprcach of a disease long before
the patient feels the first symptoms."
Trof. Gates has an international
reputation as a scientist and psychologist, and his discovery is regarded as
the most important to physics since
Prof. Roentgen gave
to the
world. In 1902 Prot. Gates startled
the scientific world when he announced that every thought of the human brain has a color and that the
nature of every man's thoughts' and
emotions can be told (through his
breathing into an apparatus with a
color attachment.
s

BERNALILLO COUNTY

EVENING CITIZEN.

AUSTRIAN

A

CATHEDRAL
BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery
BORRADAILE

& CO.,

117 Gold Avenue

I IT HELPS THE HOUSEWIFE
STORMING?

-

GUESTS UNANNOUNCED?
Tho Telephone
orders
extra supplies.

Shop by Telephone.
TOO TIRED TO GO?

HUSBAND

DETAINED?
He can Telephone.

Use tho Telephone.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

i

i

i

Sea!-Stol-

-

i

I

-

i

j

--

h.i-i-

un-i.i-

i

trop-Capit-

-'

s- -.

al

U.S. Lithgow&Co.
in s j:r s
lto

.

RAMSAY'S THACHCKS' AND
STENOGRAPHERS'
AGENCY
With Woman's Exchange.
Positions secured for competent
teachers, Mcnographers, bookkeepers and office help generally.
School boards and others desiring
teachers, etc., should c;rreKiond
with us. Have a goixi list registered.

Grand Central Hotel

--

r-

.

.

...

.

Ramsay's Typewritorium
Fourth St. and R. R. Ave.
kinds of tii'Oiid-'naubought, sold, rented,
exchanged and rebuilt.
Agents for Underwood Typewriters. Always a good stock on
hand from which to choose. Typewriter Kibbong a specialty.
All

type-writer-

s

d,

O. S. HAMSAY,

Mgr.

Large, Airy Rooms. Prrees Very
sonable.

Rea-

MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,

Proprietor

PAGE

ALBUQUERQUE

8IX.

Bloodiest Bomb Thro wer

Escapes R ussla

FIVE TIMES PREPARED FOR EXECUTION. TCHICHIKOFF
DOOM EACH TIME POLICE MOWED DOWN BY THE
TIONARY, WHO BEARS A CH A R V ED LIFE.

- it.

enn

.

i

BLOWN

HAV

UP 51

UNLIKE THIS

a

'l

i

armed to the teeth. The troops were
overpowered, the gallows demolished
and Tehlchlkofr was carried off in triumph.
Within twenty-fou- r
hours Tchlchikoff was again seized as "ne waa on
the point of taking train from Li ban
to Wllna. He was placed In the condemned cell again to await his execution. This time his revolutloary
friends smuggled Implements into his
cell wherewith he loosened the iron
bars cf the window, scrambled out,
climbed to the roof along parapets at
giddy heights and finally slid down
from a height of 80 or 90 feet, hanging
v
onto a water pipe.
Once more he was recaptured by a

Mmi

"'"XW

By

lucky chance, but only after he had the cell he walked quietly out of the
succeeded in leaving Libau and reacn-- ! prison in the warden's clothes. A few
minutes brought him to his revolution- Ing Mnsk.
Next time he resorted to a more'ary friends from whom he procured a
desperate method. He utilized the change of clothes. After many more
only piece of Xurniture in his cell, a narrow escapes, TechlchlkolT succeed;
stool, to deal the warden ed in reaching Germany. Ho was
wooden
brought him his supper a terrific ceivei' 03 a hero by the Russian revo-bloon the head. Tchlchikoff then lutionary group in Berlin and speedily
bound the warden hand and foot and sent u his way to safety In Switzer-placea gag in his mouth. Leaving land.
.
- - --
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Towle's
Log Cabin

Penoche
Syrup
is the new

Maple Syrup

it is absolutely the clearest, purest nnd smoothest products of its kind.
Log Cabin Penoche has a dcllcito, refined flavor,
unlike any pure
sweeter daintier,
cane sugar syrup you have tver tasted
better
"Penoche" means delicious confection. Penoche Syrup makes good

candy.

MAKES HOME SWEET HOME
Send for the book "Penoche Secrets," it's free
Tells how to make new sweets.

Peo-Pi-

cause. Read it:
Mrs. ,T. Hall, of 519 South Firsl, St.,
says: "One of my daughters Buffered
from backache for alout eight months
or a year. Sometimes it was so bad
that she was completely prostrated
for a day or so at a time. I read about
Hoan's Kidney Pills in an Alliuquer- que newspaper
they
and thought
might help my daughter and we went

j

PLANS TO

Iog Cabin product
and like

Towle's Log Cabin

The T0WLE MAPLE SYRUP

CO.

St. Paul, Minn.
Makers of Towle's Famous Log Cabin Molasses

r

d

TOO MANY KILLINCS
IN COLFAX COUNTY.
The recent grand Jury, in its report
to Judge William J. Mills, in the dis-

rk

cDnui1'"'!

n

'

MORE CONVICTS ADDED
TO THE PENITENTII
The following convicts, who
ui ui tut? ui
nieu ai uie rcuem,

trict court for Santa Fe county, before
Judge John R. McFie, were Monday
turned over to the authorities of the
territorial penitentiary by Deputy
Sheriff R. L. Uaca, for execution of
sentence, namely:
Eliseo Salazar,
age 2S years, imprisonment two years
and six months, assault with intent to
kill; Cruz Tafoya, age 47 years, three
years, imprisonment for perjury. Sal
azar was tried in Santa Fe county on
a change of venue from the county
Rio Arriba, and Tafoya was trie!
Suit a Fe county on a change of vet
from San Miguel county.
Aj to I.ige Dowle. there's no fool
like one with long white whiskers.

rt

;

"whatever possesses

ji

MENAN0WOME&
Pt

'i"!

tiriet

;f.

HtFVANSpHEMXAlCj.
NCiNcUTI.CyT
CP. A. vV

IT'S

Cm Big O for annntanl
!i'harK"a.indaiiiutittoni,
irritatiuDB or ulceratioos
f mucous membrane.
ki.il not .tri ra
P:iir.lM
"tit or poisonous.
Wold SJ
or "nt ir Plain wrapper.
Vr
xitrMi. prepaid. 10
or 3 bottl" f J.75.
ft
Circular tent 03 renuesfi

iralilB

(.

lii"IliYrfill

real

Family Medicine Chest

Afo

Always look for it when you want good,
cure, wholesome svruc full measure. Arrant
no substitute or imitation. You want the best.

T'ae dail evidence
citizens right
here at home supply is proof sufficient
to satisfy the greatest skeptic. No
proof can bo had. Here Is the

o

cm-ba-

i

police lieutenant a terrific blow on the
head, knocked down three ioicemen
and made a dash for the street. He
was recaptured, but he had escaped
death for the moment. The police
lieutenant had been rendered unconscious and the subordinate policemen
refused to take the responsibility of
executing a man so summarily.
Tchlchikoff was tried by court-martion the following day. His trial
lasted ten minutes and ended In a
sentence cf death, together wit a a
formal order to carry out the execution at dawn the following morning.
When Tchlchikoff was led to the
place of execution on the following
morning and the firing party "was
awaiting the order to shoot, camrades

Is the Sign of Purity

trict court for Colfax county, called
particular attention to the frequency
each and move to the point of con- PEACEFUL PAPAGOES
with which murders by shooting on
centration.
the streets of Raton have occurred
MOVE ALL NEGROES TO AFRICA
LAX Ml liXUtKSI A.lU markably short time the
From these points it is planned to
medicine
"
since the last term of court, and etn- have the soldiers move east and
took effect and a little longer stopped phasized
the need of vigorous pro'-cutio- n
from New York. "All unemploy- GRIEVED THAT THE WHITE MEN
backache. We are pkased to re- Declaring that it has pleased God to
In each case in order to put a
according
first,"
are
Kidney
homeless
ed
Pills."
and
Dean's
'
warn the "fons and daughters of Ethistop to the evil.
SHOULD HAVE TAKEN FROM
will1
sale by all dealers. Price f0
opia," which is the black race, to rise1 to the decree. The companies
The grand Jury's report showed that
wnu
1,
year,
Koster-Milburmoving
Ltwia,
just
mluMay
commence
this
N.
Intro
Co.,
Buffalo,
r,..,ls.
up and return to Africa, a call has
cases
had examined into thirty-fiv- e
Y sole agents for the United States. it
ED A "WITCH."
been issued to the negroes of the' it is declared.
true bills,
land had returned thirty-on- e
1 lie
and
name
Poan's
Remember
United States to amass themselves inreported the county Jail in excellent
"58 lit
Fur away from the city of Tucson! take rlo other.
to companies and prepare for the re- - Suffered for Five Years With Kidney
condition and the prisoners therin as
Liver
Trouble.
and
turn to Africa, their own native coun- well treated.
where only a wandering prospector or
"I suffered for five years with kid- a mining man who Is developing a
BIDS WANTED
fy.
Emergencies Needed.
and liver trouble, which caused
The call is issued by D. R. Thomas, ney
severe pains across the back nnd a mine la the only white man seen, an
As Leslie county has been at a big
ril!g wantp,i for 30,000 ties, 7Vi feet
who signs himself
chairman
and; blinding headache. I had dyspepsia aKed l'apago and his squaw reside, ()ne and not Ipss
than 6 Inches thick, expense of building a nice and neat
treasurer of the organization commit- - and was so constipated that I could sa'8 tne Tucson Citizen. The twilight nt ,j,e
house, there ought to be an ap-- I
Tleg to be dcllv.
ma1 cn,j
tee," at Iionlla. Arizona. L'l Pasafis; not move my bowels
on
falling
i3
f
They
have
them.
life
caa
propiiation
by the fiscal court to equip
;o
without
,.rP(1
u!uicrsigned
Algodones.
at
to be the concentrating
point for thartic.
and ft'i'n(Hy ljids must be in not later than April the offices with suitable furniture. If
I was cured by Chamber- - always been peaceful
wesitern negroes before the return to Iain's
Inwith
and,
white
the
brethren
for
Stomach and Liver Tablets nnd
o0j 19(,0
the emergencies were given it would
A j FRAyK
Africa, it is declared.
nave
well now tor six months,"
ins, uiuum nous.
Algodones, N. M. facilitate business that Is carried on.
The plan of D. R. Thomas and as- - says been
Stoically
aged
the
about
brave
sits
Mr.
S. Strickland
of;
Hyden (Ky.) Thousandstlcks.
sociates Is to have the negroes of the Chattanooga,Arthur
Tenn. For sale by all n's wigwam repeating none of the
Chamberlain's Salve Is good for
country, 100,000 men and 2,r."iin wo- - druggists.
niurnuirlnns of his heart.
He Isn't any disease of the skin. It allays ..e
"Is that new health food any good?"
'
men to organize themselves Into comVnnu- - U'hothor it iu nr Ttllt
'I
exactly bitter toward the white breth- - Itching and burning sensation
Ino
panies of 100 men or women, or both' Try a Citizen want aa.
,
ren. Yet he is far from contented for stantly. For sale by all druggist..
nut it nas a swell name.

ARIZONA DELIVERER

TdhiChiRoff

the Evidence of Albuquerque

11, 1906.

The Log Cabin Can

IT ANYTIME.

PROVE

--

o

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

the ways of the palefaces are beyond
his understanding.
His aged squaw, hovering on the
brink of the grave, Is not so silent.
She tells her woe with tears In her
She lias the mother love for
r son a sturdy young brave, w.io
doing time in the Yuma penitenti
ary. Mie. too. cannot understand tno
ways of ihe white man. She grieves
continually.
.lose Lewis, the son of this Papa-g- o
couple, who knew little mole than
to respect the papago traditions to
fight the blood thirsty Apaches to the
deadly end, and always to be the
friend of the white brethren, Is serving a twelve years' (sentence in Yuma
for murder.
Jose Is a murderer only In the eyes
of the white men. To his own people'
.lose Is a hero, for did he not kill
the Indian possessed of the evil spirit? Idn't ho do away with the evil
one who was causing the cattle to die
of a peculiar disease?
The simple Papagos say he did.
They cannot understand then why the
Indian police should have arrested
hint nnd tnke liim to Tucson, from
which place he was sent far off to be
kept In exile.
The Papagos, in many of the tribes
still believe in witchcraft and witches. They believe that any member of
their tribe who turns out to he a
witch should be killed. There was a
witch, they thought, who was killing!
their cattle. Jose lewls killed the
supposed witch. He did right, they
still think.
The Indians through Frank Brown- ri. the well known mining man, who
is operating in the Quijotoa dis'rict,
are seeking to get Lewis released
from the penitentiary. A petition will,
likely be gotten up which will be sent
t : Governor Klbbey asking for apar-- l
(ion for the Indian.

TCHICHiKOFF'S BOMBS

n JlV'r,

t rt rtt

CITIZEN.

MHvel

flllll

CHEATS
REVOLU- -

Escaping live t
Ilcrlln. April II.
i
VICTIMS.
limes from execution, Ivan T hlonl-kof- f.
Killed. Wounded
terrorist, has
Russia's bloody
At Wllna
12
made Ills way to Germany, en route to
8
At Riga
.3
At 1,1 ha u
.1
a pennant nt retugf at Geneva. Bombs
thrown by him have claimed over Go
victims, all of them members of the
of the revolutionary party pitched a'
CEtir's p Her.
I'CTiih which Killed the
commanding
Ou the last creation at Libnu. he ( !!'.(
er nnd wounded several of the
was captured red handed and dragged
Tchlchikoff utilized the) ensuInto a c Mirt yard. A police lieutenant soldiers.
pave orders for him to he thct on the ing confusion to make another dash
spot. Tchinchlkoff was placed against for liberty.
The pursuit was Immediately taken
a wall and a policeman went to fetch
nnd again resulted in his recapa de':clini(nt of soldier" to carry out up
but rrdrrs were issued that now
the execution. Tc'Aichikoff dealt the ture,
he should not be shot like a brave
man but should be hung like a common criminal.
Next morning the gallows were
hastily erected. This time, with chains
on his arms and legs, Tchlchikoff
wns led out of bis prison to the place
of execution on a plot of waste land
outside the town. A detachment of
Iihi soldiers guarded the gallows. Just
as the noose was alout to be placed
around TchlchikofT's neck, a desperate onslaught on the troops was made
.
..
..
1.

EVENING

is Complete Without "La

ft

Sanad&ra"

At last we have amongst ua and within our reach a medicine on which we can rely for relief from the many maladies and afflictions of life.
LA SANADORA la a medicine that don't kill pain temporarily, but it cures and heals, restoring you to perfect
health whenever you have the misfortune to be sick. Immediately after its use, be it external or internal,
relief is received, as has often been proven.
Whoever uses LA SANADORA is not making a guess nor an experiment, but will get well and se cured with a safe, sure and excellent medicine. You may be inexperienced in its use, but it is very simple In its application and sure In its effects.
With each bottle of LA SANADORA you will find a book of instructions.
Read it and don't fear that your time has been wasted, as, when disease afflicts you, you will know how to use this great medicine, and have
the satisfaction of knowing it has saved you.
In winter we are troubled with coughs, colds, and many other painful afflictions peculiar to cold weather. Positive relief and a sure recovery to health will be found In the use of LA SANADORA.
In summer
colic and many other
afflictions trouble old and young. LA SANADORA is an
fallible cure.
This Infallible medicine cures: Rheumatism, Sprains, Contusions, Scratches, Headache, Sore Throat, Coughs, Stings, of Insects and Reptile Bites, Contraction of the Muscles and Tendons, Stiff Joints, Pain in the
Breast and Back, Lumbago, Kidney Trouble, Neuralgia, Toothache, Sore Nipples, Burns, Earache, Catarrh, Fever. Chills, Colic, Cholera, Piles, Pain in the Gums, Itching, and all painful afflictions.
For sale at all drug
stores. PRICE, 35 cents a bottle.
diar-rhoe-

a,

gastro-intestin-

AFTER "LA SANADORA"

Territory of

HAS BEEN USED

New Mexico,

County of San Miguel,
I, Juan Ignaclo
Uaca, do hereby
make this declaration under oath:
For the period of three years I had
been afflicted by Malaria Fever, and
my sufferings were such that I was
unable to do any kind of work, or attend to my business. I procured and
used many pateut medicines without
deriving troni any of them any benefit to my health, and having lost all
hope of recovering my health, it was
lny good fortune to meet the excellent
good lady, Mrs. Fmilie M. do Delgado,
of this city, who kindly recommended
to nie the use i t "La Sanadora" for
my case, end she herself gave me tho
medicine according to directions, and
it resulted l.i a complete restoration
of my lost hcal'h.
After three days
that had been using the medicine, 1
ft It hj well that thereafter my energy
t'j move returned and my health is
excellent. I always keep at home this
wonderful medicine, and it is a great
satisfaction to nie to know that its
use in any kind of similar diseases
shall always pr. ve a blessing. And 1
recommend to all persona suffering to
avail themselves of ttiis medicine, assuring them that they will find the
desllel relief.
JUAN KJNACIO II AC A.
The above was made under oath
tins l'Jta day of January, A. I). l'JOl,
1

BY THOUSANDS

at Las Vegas, X.
witntss.

M.,

OF PEOPLE WITH GREAT SUCCESS,

before me aa a

J. P. CON KLIN.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Lincoln.
I, Millard F. Davidson, make this
statement under oath for the benefit
f all sufferers as I have suffered.
This present winter I caught a bad
cold and hud pains in my chest and a
Kevete cough. I thought I was surely
going to have pneumonia. I tried different, remedies, but none relieved the
pain or Mopped the cough. I heard
several people recommend Sanadora
bo tried it, and in less than two days
was well and aide to a'tend to business. Since then I have called others'
attention ta this remedy, and without
exception they have been cured. H
does what is claimed for it.
M. F. DAVIDSON.

Subscribed to and sworn to before
me this l'l st day of February, A. D.
S1DXF.Y F. MATHEWS,

Seal)
Notary Public.
Lincoln, New Mexico, Feb. 21, l'jo2.
I

Territory of New Mexico,
County cf Lincoln.
This is to certify that I am a resident of the County of Lincoln, Territory of New Mexico; hat I have
with scrofula trouble for four

stil-fcre- d

THE PRAISE OF THE WONDERFUL MEDICINE WHICH WE HEREWITH

years and have sought in vain for a
cure, both with doctors and prepared
medicines, blood purifiers, etc. Nothing seemed to do me gxd. I was prevailed UK)n to try Sanadora some
three months ago, which I did and I
believe now I am completely cured.
When I began taking this medicine I
had breaking out on tny l,.:jy and
sores, which have now entirely disappeared. 1 feel first rate and can recommend Sanadora to anyone who is
troubled as I have been.
SAMUKL

FARMER.

Subscribed and sworn to I., fore me
l his 12th dav of February, a. d ioo2.
(Seal-

-

SIDNEY

F. MATHEWS.
Notary Public.

LA SANADORA

CURES!

ONE OF MANY!

Hedges. San Diego Co. Cj! July 12
Romero Drug Company.
Vegas,
New Mexico.

Dear Sir:
My wife has been art
Rheumatism and Neural.'!
time, and before writing
had used a great many si
edies without apparent !..
ing the fact that unless
relief soon her diseas,. w
best of her and develnj.
thing more serious, f
search for some rellae!,

i1.
f
i

with
r a long
miii, she

Tied

rem-:- i

Realiz-ubtalne-

:'
t

d

net the

i

o

Bome-t-

.i

need to
' uy, and

thanks to God. I saw the advertisement of "La Sanadora" in one of our
Spanish papers and decided to give
your remedy a fair trial, which, I am
pleased to say, has proven satisfactory.
"La Sanadora" has entirely cured
my wife of these diseases and she
now feels !i:e a new woman. I can
truthfully say that "La Sanad.ira"
has given lit r relief after all others
have failed. I feel so thankful for the
good "l.a Sanadora" has done for my
wife that I consider it my duty to add
my testimony to thai of otheis wno
have been cured by your wonderful
remedy, "l.a Sanadora." If any one
Hi t s the truth of this statement, let
him or her write to me' and I w ill tell
him or her Just what "La Sanadora"
has done for my v il'e.
Thanking you for your kindness, I
liemain,
Yours very truly,
PROF. A. J. MONROY, M. A.

Deputy Clerk of the Supreme Court
of San Diego Co'iuty, Cal.
From Tlu- Optic. July 27, PJ03.
Juarez City, State of Chihuahua,
Mexico, N jv. 23rd, VJ3.
Romero Drug Co., Las Vegas, N. M.
Geuth n,, n: This letter Is for the
only purpose of infjrniing you of the
follow inur facts:
Sine,' the 7Ui of the present month
I 'nave be. u suffering from a very se
-

vere cold, to such an extent that for
two weeks I could not sleep, nuring
which time I tried different medicines
to eetk relief but all in vain. Accidentally I noticed in one of the newspapers to which I am a subscriber, an
advertisement of your preparation,
"l.a Sanadora," and having read the
same carefully, I sent for a lxittle of
that medicine, and as soon as 1 took
the first dose according to directions
given, Instantly I felt great relief, the
fever and all pains I bad been suffering having disappeared and I could
regain my sleep, having passed the
niuht pleasantly, and today I leel in
g; Oil spirits, having regained my usual
good health. As I cannot fully correspond the benefit received from the
effects of so invaluable a medicine, I
hasten ti send you these lines as a
for publication, recomtestimonial
mending "La Sanadora" to till those
suffering from the effects of colds.
Yours verv trulv.
MFl.ITON CONCHA.
Leader of the Chihuahua Hand.
Lincoln, N. M., Ftbruary 8, l:o2.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Lincoln.
I. Patricl) Miranda, a resident of
Lincoln, New Mexico, upon my oath,
make litis the following st nietnent :
That about the first of the )ear l'.eil

CO., Albuquerque and Las Vegas,
1

I

It

-

VT- - -- a".

PUBLISH, BEAR WITNESS TO ITS MERITS.

became sick with stomach trouble,
which soon run Into diarrhoea anu
dysentery. I was treated by a doctor
here and also at Fort Stanton for
eight months at an expense of over
one hundred and fifty dollors. I aiso
tried a number of different patent
medicines, but got absolutely no relief.
My weight was reduced lUiring this
time from one hundred nnd sixty
pounds ij one hundred and twenty
pounds, and I had got into such a reduced condition that I could nardiy
walk and could do no work at all. I
had lost all hope of ever being cured,
but upon the recommendation of Ara-goHr s. & Co., doing business here.
made a trial of Sanadora and used it
as directed. The first bottle gave me
relief, and by the time I had used the
third bottle my stomach was well and
my diarrhoi a had stopped, but I continued takiug the medicine until I
used six bottles in all, and now can
say
am completely cured and have
I
aim d back my regular weight.
It el it my duly to testify to w hat Sanadora has done fur me, and so make
this affidavl'.
PATRICIO MIRANDA (Xl His Mark.
Witness: It. H. MUELLER.
Subscribed ami sw.ru to before me
tills St h dav of February, A. D.
tSeul)
SIDNEY F. MATHEWS.
Notarv Public.
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J'. D.

Lucky Postmistress.
Alexander of Cnry, Me., who
has found Dr. King's New Life Tills to
bo the b"sf remedy she ever tried for
keeping die stomach, liver and bow- els In perfect order. You'll agree with
her If you try these painless purifiers
that Infuse new life. Guaranteed by
all druggists. Price 2jC.
Is Mrs.

LONG TRAMP

Cufs&Bniises!

lnprnin Carpet, cotton
from 4"e up.
Insrain Carpet, all wool chain,
from "H" up.
llrussils Carpet, from SOc up.
l.anse stock of seasonable
cn)il8. Gasoline Stoves, Lawn
Swings, Chairs. Tents, Camp
Chairs, Etc.

Sloans

Escaped From Insane Asylum
and Walked to Veteran's
Home Near Los Angeles.

iniincnl

Pric25f50f&nC0

also be made with the Sant.i Fe at
Enelowood, Kan.
For more than a ytnr It lias been
rumored that the Hock Island intend- ed tapping the coal fields in the vl-- i
'einlty of Trinidad, where it Is said to
have much coal land. Shortly after
Mho time fiirli reports were circulated,
Trinidad. Liberal & Knclewood
'riilv. ay wa-- inenrponl ( d under the1
In.vc ,.f Kansas, anil survey rs were
1'ir ;a the fuid
Word reached here
from Wichita yesterday that the sur- m.vs i.aii biei complrted and tlie sur-- t
v.yinL' parties have r. turned t:i WU h- -

EMMONS,

TALE

THE SAD

PAGE

THIRD STHEET

Meat Market

MAN

OF AN OLD

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. W
have added to our
well equipped launder? a machine with which we can bsndle
woolens without shrinking. When we are throngs wlta them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shriek them, bring them to
and we will straighten tbem out for you.

All Kinds of

Steam

Frtsh and Salt
Sausage

,,Rec328"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
an

I

mi

I IIMII

Meats.

Factory,

EMIL KLEINWORT,
with the weight of years, Masonic Bulldm. ?iortn Third Street.
William V. Wntkins. an old soldier,
has made his way from Phoenix. Ariz.,r,
to Los Angeles. He will try anil
THE CELEBRATED
cure ndmisslon to the Soldiers' II me
1
at Sawtelle, w here he hopes to pass
his few remaining years in peace,
mil ii mill hnm Miujifctra.u'
says the Ixs Angeles Examiner.
j escaped from the Insane asylum
phoenix. February 14." said the
oK, man yesterday.
"I did not like
M
SE
TO
I h
way I was treated there; and,
THiS CHANGE
!!:. new company Is mystifying besides, I thought I was entitled to
Denver railroad men. as they say It enter the home because of my SerCURE
fs impioliE.Ue that tiie Rock Island in-- ;
Bottled in Bond.
vices in the war. No, I do not think
tends to push on to the coast through ,nt,re wB9 any special effort on the
the southern pan of Col irndo. as it ,mn ot tllP authorities to capture me.
,
A R N E S S
Is practically
a physically impossl-j- .
8t talked away from the asylum
MHty to do so. and they say that they
kept on walking.
and
SADDLES
do r it lu'licve it will pavto build a
ii()w i,nvp
lived? Why. I have
Ml blanch
Distillers.
line from I.llnr3l to Trinidad. wo).kej a little, and then people would
BRIDLES
FRANKFORT, KT.
M
how old I v.j.', and they would
'notice
RIO GRANDE PREPARING
LAP ROBES
nsk me it I was hungry and give me
TO SPEND MILLIONS
something to eat. Yes, I walked
AND ETC.
MELINI & EAKIN
Ten Locomotives, 2.000 Box Cars and almost all the way here, but oecasJ
lonally I Pot a lift- - Ev,n an,
Flfteen Passenger Coaches Or- pe,
Tn
Bolt Agents.
can cover a heap of ground in two
i i
v.
wfi vu iwi- it i a ii k
I'M
months.
Albuquerque, N. M.
ap.
We are offering some very special prices on this line of 'goods
"They say 1 am insane, but they
Two and one-hal- f
million dollars,
Automatic Pbona, 193.
bei
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
will be spent by the Denver & Rio never have proved it. They Just sent
eov
a
1
would
not
asylum
because
to
Grande for new equipment, according me
the
Sa
CO.
to information from the east. Gen- - be imposed upon and stood up for
'Wi
eral Manager A. C. Ridgway has b"en my fights. These clothes 1 have on
IF YOU WISH TO EAT a gooc
in New York in conference with Rio were given me and they look all right. lunch and enchiladas on the Metlcai
.
t he
1
Angeles
In
I
am
lxis
Grande directors relative to placing but now that
style, go to South Third street, cornel
""r
,
,.MW.-..- .i
know that I will get along all right or stiver avenue, no. zi5. win
the orders for the equipment.
c.
they
come,
papers
then
my
and
On account of the great demand until
cop.
served promptly at any hour of tb
my
home
me
and
in at the
for cars and locomotives and the flood will take
night. Prices will be from 25c to 3tc
com
of orders pouring into all man uf actur-- ' troubles will be nt an end."
It b
story,
he
M. GRENADINO & CO.
rs. it is doubtful whether the Rio! According to Watkins'
"Pa.1
can secure much of its new rived in Los Angeles two weeks ago,
Ti
Sawtelle,
equipment before the latter part of land went to the home at
N. PEACH & CO.
to tl
the year or the flrBt. of next. Or-- ! nit was mused admission ueeause
Valley
papers,
.V.
March
Pecos
train
road
of
A. Desmond
the
o7 pivision Foreman
did not have his discharge
dinarily equipment for future deliv-'h- e
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Vegas, lias resigned from the 30, the prosecution is represented by ery must be ordered at least six which, he said, were in possession of
nam1-8- 9
'phone, 437: Colo.. Red 61.
Auto,
V.
M.
W.
Judge
James
Hervey
and
the authorities in Phoenix. Since that
months ahead.
of f.ploy of the Santa Fe.
Office 212 W. Gold Ave.
and the defense by Frank
e
Watkins said he had been living
Ten locomotives, 2.000 box cars,
,e" Brakeman Williams, of the north di- Gatewood
Willis of Canadian, Texas, and Sam J. teen passenger coaches and other, as best he could on charity,
vision, has resigned from the employ Nixon, of Portales. Five Jurors have
will probably make up the! times eating one meal a day and
been accepted. A special venire of order. These will be used mostly on .sometimes two.
of the Santa Fe.
sixty-fivis
men was drawn, and it
"Old men who are not working do
R. G.. Bradford, who has been in the thought that the Jury will be complet- the main line of the Rio Grande. In not need much fowl." he said. He
addition, there will be some new
employ of the Raton shops as hostler, ed from this number.
UP TO DATE SIGNS
equipment bought for the Rio Grandees been sleeping at the Salvation
has been promoted ta the extra list
The territory has all its witnesses Southern.
Army home.
as fireman.
In attendance and the defense all but
Watkins says he served in the
Mr. Uidgwav will not return to Den- 208 WEST SILVER AVE.
the sheriff expects to get ver before the latter part .;:f the pres-- ! Fifth Iowa cavalry nil during the war
Conductor Kirkman, of the north di- two. Thesetestify.
XXXXXXXXXX3CXXXXXXXXXXXX)
ent wetk. It is understood that he and that his record is clear,
vision, has resigned from the employ of in time to
story Confirmed.
The defendant begins to show anx- has insisted on the new rolling stock
the Santa Fe and accepted a position iety,
SCREEN TIME
Uliaill
rising as early as 2 and 3 o'clock fnr llilu vear If ntriieta rnn l,o ninde
Phoenix, Ariz., April 8.
as conductor in Texas.
In the morning, and pacing his cell In- - with the manufacturers for Its deliv- - Watkins has been nn inmate of the
It here. Door and Window
screens made to order.
T. Berlet. resident enzlneer forthe Cissantly, but in the court room he ery. In the event that this cannot be territorial aylum here for the past
Santa Fe on the Rio Grande division, appears to be calm and collected, and done, it is likely that the Rio Grande seven years, having been committed
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
from Yuma county. He is harmless
is up from San Marcial with his takes interest and part in the selec-trans- will be givtn equipment under
and has consequently been allowed oocxxxxxxxxwtxxxooocxxoo
taking lines on things in gen-- : Hon of the Jury,
tract tr other roads of the Gould
considerable freedom, iind on Feb
eral about the local yards.
so badly.
it
not
which
tem
need
RAILROAD
dJ
SANTA FE
PIONEER BAKERY
ruary 14, being left alone for some
j
re-CUTS COAL RATES.
Engineer William Clements has
SIMON BALLIN'O, Proprietor.
i.nd get time, he slipped off and was not
Citizen
for
The
Subscribe
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
heard from until today.
turntd to Raton from the Topeka hos- Usual Summer Reduction Goes Into
news.
.lint ihnn ha. h,i a vnr-- v an nroctt f
He is a Civil War veteran, and his
Mine
County
WEDDING
for
Fremont
CAKES A SPECIALTY
Effect
surgical
performed. He
operation
discharge papers are In possession of
ha resumed his regular run on the: A special from Florence, Colo.,
the asylum authorities, but will be
We desire patronage and we guar
Blossburg coal branch.
forwarded to friends at Yuma, tomor antee first class baking.
says:
tJUT'TON
row,
telegram
having
received
been
a
W.f'jr
m':.;,iitt!ftf
"sW
'I road has Just
207 8. First Street
Albuquerque,
Evan Davis, a clerk in the passen- - , The banta ,re
from them requesting the papers, so
the freight rate cm coal twenty- department of the Santa Fe of- that,
could
admitted
old
man
be
the
flees, Topeka. .was on Monday pre-- fiv cents per ton under the filter
to the Soldiers' Home at Sawtelle
The
for Fremont county
seated with an annual pass by Gen-- schedule,
Watkins escaped from the asylum PAINTS. OILS. VARNISHES AND
18 known 88 'no Pastern storage
rat
Hurley,
ot
Manager
account
on
eral
here In a similar manner once before
BRUSHES.
Kansas,
is
effective
in
thatlr;uehaving
"',.
his
been in the service of
but after a few weeks of wandering
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Territory.
braska,
Missouri
Indian
and
years.
thirty
for
consecutive
wearied of his freedom and returned Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
1 he object of the reduction is to
of h!s own will.
metto Roof Paint; lasts Ave years and
of the gray are preparing duce summer trade, believing that the
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
for the 1'JW reunion nt the United eastern dealers will take advantage "Of
BIDS WANTED.
Pelts.
Confederate veterans at New Orleans the cheaper rates' by filling their coal
9 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
and the Texas & Pacific and Calves- - Uns for next winter's usage,
Bids will be received at the office
ton, Houston v San Antonij offices at
T:u Santa Fe reduced the rate also
TOTI A GRADI
of the clerk of 1he board of county
El Paso, are giving much publicity to1 for its own benefit. I!y the temporary
commissioners or nernnitllo county, up Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
the coming gathering. The reunion reduction enough coal will be placed
'
H
to 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Sat
The Simple
Stunt
Grain and Fuel.'
will continue three days, beginning in other states for the winter trade, B
H
and ontr Perfect HrnblXif I
ur.'.ny, April 11. 1!im(1, nt the cou
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
so that its rolling stock will not be
April 25.
j
No
glaaa
i
filler r?L-Pen.
houi-of said county, in Albuquerque,
no Ink to ipill
o ciosainc
and Cigars. Place your orders for
demanded so heavily during the win-or ahajting.
for the doing of UH following work
train on the branch of the El ter wlien there is "generally a great
this line with us.
You
limply preaa the battonfaa
First, for repairs and additions to
Paso & Southwestern, running into demand for cars.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
in tnc picture) and the pea Alia
Tombstone, ran over and killed the
the county bridge over the Rio Grande
Even though this reduction had not
laa''uah.
daughter
at Barelas.
f Mr. and Mrs.!KOne Into effect, the mines of the
D.
Writ the Want ft
Second, for reconstruction of a por
Jose Lufcro.
Tiie little child had country would have worked steadily
INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
uche ihm ppr
If
tion of the county bridge at Corralies.
wandered away from its home, and on account of orders that were
PUBLIC.
vl-Third, for work upon, and in the I Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
all indications
had evidently merlv filled in the east by eastern
clnity of, the Alameda dyke.
down and gone to sleep with its erators. whose miners are idle on
Automatic Telephone. 174.
Fourth, for dyke construction at
right arm across the rail. The (.0,int of the strike. Most of the mines
CKXXXXDC)OCXXXOCXXX3CODCOCXD
Atrlsco and other work for the proaccident, happened on a curve in i!ie.j this county are congested with
No. tc with 14 karat aolld tola
tection of property from Hoods in that
track near Tombstone.
coal orders, and are working at full
Corrlllou.......Ammrlomn
Block S
pen point
nneat vulcanixea
vicinity.
capacity, demanding more men.
ruomr and lull guarautecd.
An Alamosa dispatch says O. A. Bly.
Bids can lie submitted for either or
'" a switchman in the
EuU "FUah-No.employ of the THE ROCK ISLAND HAS
all of said four diffirent pieces of
with told band. S2.S0
fell
ext nver & Rio Grande railroad.
work, and the board
reserves the
EaL "FUah" No. 26
MYSTIFIED THE WORLD.
, . . $3.00
Dis .he front of an engine in the
Urc
t
reject or arccpt any or all
riht
with cold band.
he had ev idav evening last, and was Its Move to Build From Liberal to
idds.
Sold by Stabonera
Morris had pieces under the wheels,
Trinfdad is Not Comprehended.
Said work is to he done according
and Other btoraa
trial.
as terribly mutilated, but
to specifications which can be seen
Alk TOUR DEALER.
he
If
railway
is
Rock
to:
Island
The
said
1 2",? "iead
upon application to the clerk of the
and face were scarcely
COKE - MILL WOOD
doeint aril yon the Eagle
"FLASH1 Fountain Penatnen
scratched. He is survived by a wife be interested in the Trinidad, Liberal
board at t lie court houi-eend the retail price direct to
& Englewood Railway company, w'nich
KINDLING
and three small children.
By order of tiie Poind cf county
na.
Each pen aoaolutdy
was incorporated in Wichita, Kan..
c mmlssioiit-rsH. W. Stevens. W. C. McWlilliams, some months ago. and which has com-- '
A
(.Seal
E. WALKER,
Eagle Pencil Co.
pleted surveys for a railroad to run
A. Cottingham. Dr. J. Odd HamiProbate Clerk and x officio Clerk of
Manufacturer!
lton, I. B. Rose, J. W. Rhea. J. S. from the Trinidad, Colo., coal fields
the Board of County Commissioners
377 Broadway, New Yo
lenox, E. M. Fisher, R. W. Johnson, to a connection with the Rock Island
DOTH 'PHONES
of Bernalillo Count v. New Mexico.
Kan.
A
;nay
Liberal,
Slaughter.
at
H
W.
connection
Ltnox, George W.
March 24, l'JOC.
moocoooooooocxcooocoooooo
G.
Bergdall
r.ateman,
IT. S.
F. J.
and
T. Veal has organized the Roswell
will
at
Construction company and
once make a preliminary survey for
"'
crrrrn.
t&fSZZZ-z- x.
mamaB dfTTI
a railr ad from Roswell west up the
Hondo river to a point on the Rock
Island road near Tularosa.
in
A native laborer was brought
from Williams. Ariz., this morning on
train No. 2, with his left leg broken
Just above the ankle. According to
trainmen, the man was employed on
the section at Williams and was coming from work last evening on a hand
car. when for some reason known only a
to liinisi if, he junipeii to the grounn 1 A
bil- - the ear was in rapid m- tion.
-His foot struck rough ground
and
weight.
bone
snapped
his
muter
the
He was taken to the Una! hospital
3.93 is 31 miles
fur treatment.
N. M.,
Main Line of
j

Ho wed

O. F. 'C.
WHISKEY

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
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Pocket

se-th-

t
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of Our?
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I

Wholesale and Retail.
177.
Auto phone 474. Colo, phone
Secand
Coal
Avenue
Corner of
ond strict west end of via
duct.
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AN OLD SOLDIER'S

For Sprains

ruuiiu rcivui
chain,

CITIZEN'.

Into Yours:

A

Our Top Buggies andO
Runabouts must move
We need the floor
space for another car.T
It's a time to helpj
yourself by helping us.q
$46.00 to (108.00

f

RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now
$52.50 to $123.00 0
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now
Stanhopes, Con- very low prices on Surreys,
quoting
We
are
also
. .
.
. .1
.. .
nnllnll tj W
n 1.
n
,t.
wA nrlon
Wrlla fn.Aalfll.uinA
1

V.

.

I

Co
Carriage
Albuquerque
Corner First and
Road.
TIJerm

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,

i

Gfnral Building

Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

theTI-II-X-T'X-ITIX-X-II-II-XII--

Third and Marquetti

Both Phones

.

RAILROAD TOPICS

some-equipme- nt

Wc Do Your Blacksmith Work Right !

"REAr&ird!
I.

I

n

MUI.1
"71

I

It '"

V

1

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
DEPART.
A
MENT.

OUR

HARNESS REPAIRING AND
TRIMMING.

A. Lucero

7

e

HOR8E-3HOEIN-

CAR-RIAG-

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

J. KORBER

E

;

FIG.

A CO.,

COn. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AVE.
MEXICO.
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW

B. RTJPPE
RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS

NEXT TO BANK OT CPMMEBCK

203 W. RaKroad

At Consistent Prices

At.

1

M.

re-g-

Thos. F. Kclchcr

1
1

y

-

water water Extra Fine Perfumed

mmmffi

j

'SlS

.

'

of your own, and pump your own
water at ten cents per 1,)00 gallons? Violet
For water plants, bco

The General Contractor
He will move and haul anything,
from a tent to a meeting house.
TELEPHONES:
Bell, Red 131.
Auto Phone, 308.
CORNER LEAD AVE. AND 1ST ST.

ft

A. SLEYSTER

j
i

for-fro-

op-lai- n

t

o

Eagle$150
Flash I
2S

$6.00 Per

$4-0-

Ton

-

'j.

W.H.Hahn&Co

I

--

Mr

i

CJ

IN HOURS

OF DARKNESS.

the case of E.mer I.. Price, the
news ugent who slur ani killed Conductor Frank ii. Curtis on a passenger

.

CLEANING

--

25 cents
Tar and
Hygienic Skin Soaps at
the same price

Also extra quality

THE WILLIAMS
BLUE
117 W.

Established In

1882

F. C. PRATT &ICO.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
bod en's Granite Flour.

Hlllsboro

Best on

Creamery Butter
Earth.

DRUG

FRONT STORE.

Railroad Ave.

Both phone.

riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at 217 West Railroad

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, an)
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
Delivery.
Free
Orders Solicited.
800 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
214 South second Street.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUEHUE.N. M.

r.rw

x

mssatM

.TOi7ifc

lie
of New Mexico
on the Befen Out off of The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

Of

1

K7i

business

1.000

ruliurtT.rj, ttc.
t

t.

nd residence lots, size 2Sil42 feet, laid out with broad 80 and 70 fm
Commercial club; a population of 1.500 I&habitanU ;
u.er
Belen is the largest .hipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wiue, beaL.

'

Uret

rSBT LIVITFO EXPRESS.

MAIL

AND

;i: l

FPgiCMT TRAINS OF THE SANt

Ti. .'if rrreJ sre In tne center of the city, well graced, (many
;ii .i jarrt, drug store, harness snop. etc, etc. Also s

'"ts.

.i.le
FC

of the in luiprovel If
modern bote!

with alleys 2) feet wide, with beautiful like and public park and grand old saade trees; publls ebool House,
s
u. New Mexico; tbo Belen Patem Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; l&ree hotels,
bay n Centn: New Meiico. Its Importance as a great commerclsl railroad city in the near future cannot be estimated
establl.-.binei.t-

ROUTE

'Mvation

i

;

W.LL

CO OVER

bo sand or grivel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

flrst-clas-

s

bakery, tsilor shop, shoe bouse. Jeweler, plumblcg shoi, iHnlng

djUI.

first-das- .

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE
APPLY AT ONCE FOR

Tji
.;Ui-ii-

etwii,g").,

.'

':v

AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
Nt) PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE3T LOTS TO

DEEDS.

Belen Tovvn and improvement Company
WM.
BERGER.

riEUKEH, .President
Sl'Wy Hi'lilW WSZair "ej.ZJCTB' "CCTD'
;srav.

MttiiuSi.

L C

osiii.

iaargrv

M.

UUiP- -

sHSrrr "EiiajP

aais

t

5K3T-3'-
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"SESTCT' "SSStZEV
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CO.

A. E. WALKER,

Staple and .b'ancy
Groceries

FOR-

south of Albuquerque,
at the junction of the
the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Lralveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

was begun before
western
at El Paso yesterday.
Judge Goit-'i- n
The plaiiiTl.Y allege, that while acting as locomotive fireman on the road T
of the 'It ndan: company, that a
"ied, and that ; a rewaur
sult of fragments lodging in his left
eye, he lot the sight of 'he eye. and
the' hlght .f the right tye has also
iK'en affocted.
The peti'ion sets out tha' as the result of the injury the plaintiff has been
debarred from following his business
as a railroad fireman; th.it he would
soon have be. u promoted to the position of engineer at a salary of $2"i a
month, and as a r. suit f t' the injuries
received he has In e:i damaged in the
sum of tiJ.U'"'.
In

t

CARPET

THORNTON Th Clamnar
He Is the
Cleans everything.
Furniture Man. Moving, pack- Ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There la no oth- er Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.

BE
Futme Railroad Metropolis

th-.-

PRICE PACES HIS CELL

STEAM

J

3 Cakes' in Box

O 2MI 311

Liaid

ASKS $25,000 FOR THE
LOSS OF AN EYE.
damage- action of
The t:inl of
W. I Foth s the El Paso &. South-

:

Rose and English Hawthorne,

A. D. JOHNSON

mm

A

Toilet Soaps

If yon da not like your water rates
why not put in a private electric plant

BXXSaP

Kksaik.

asgrgn-rash-

.

Secretary
df:rv,;-.-T-

u.

I'
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ALBUQUERQUE
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CITIZEN.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
and, although ho has long resided In
this cou'rttry, It wax only yesterday
Window acreens. 7 cents nor foot.
that the full process of naturalization
A home made door, with trimmings,
was completed, with the filing with
$1.25.
for
the district clerk of the final papers.
We are making window screens all.
Nathan tb.rth. the Sororro comity n)ortlHe,j together, and as stron K as
sheep raiser, Is In the city for a lew a (loori for 7 c(,nts ft sq.,rp foo, A
days, visiting hm daughter, Mrs- A; (screen door,
or
that
Klclseher.
Mr. Harth says that many will outlast any door shipped In here
good rains have fallen In western
from the cast, together with trim- county, the past few weeks, and mines, for $1.25.
j
S'oek
smiles.
all
lire
Htock
raisers
We make the regular shop made'
the
screen doors that have always cost,
of all kinds i. looking fine.
Kor about a year. F. L. Zander was heretofore, 2.0n to $2.25. for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
the purchasing :'.T':'.t at the local p'atit
PLANING MILL CO.
of the Aim r:i"Vi Lumber company. T.
In
'he
him
succeeded
.1. Sawyer luis
your
Breed
Ocmore to the best trot-- j
last
city
this
to
position, eoirimr
tober. Mr. Sawyer Is a br:;t.ier of ting stallion in New Mexico. 219
Copper avenue.
Vice President Sawyer of the
and c:,nie here from HI!!

LOCAL AND

EEBBt- -'13,

EVENING

PERSONAL

11, 1906.

l

To Rfien's-Gloth- es

Wearers

-

3 14 WEST HAILROADAYl.jp.

DAY AND WEATHER.

j

iSHylisIhi

Partly cloudy tonight, with shower
and colder In north portion. Thursday showers', fair and colder in southwest portion.

Easter tSlhoes

YOU ARE GOING TO BUY

YOU ARE OFFERED DAILY ALL KINDS OF
CLOTHES TO WEAR; SOME GOOD, SOME BAD
SOME DISHONEST.
THE DISHONEST CLOTHES ARE THOSE
OF
MADE
FABRICS
ADULTERATED WITH
"MERCERIZED COTTON;" MADE TO LOOK
LIKE
AND SURE TO WEAR LIKE
PART COTTON.
THE DISHONESTY IS IN THE LOOKS THAT'
DECEIVE YOU; NOT IN THE FABRIC, OR IN
THE DEALER. THERE'S NOTHING DISHONEST
IN A "MERCERIZED
COTTON" FABRIC IF YOU
KNOW WHAT IT IS; SOME PEOPLE DON'T

Sun rise. 5:34; set, 6:29; length, 12
hours and 55 minutes; sun one minute
slow; moon will rise at 9:33 tonight.
A NEW PAIR OF SHOES FOR EASTBK AND VK
The day has been warm and pleasant,
but with some wind. Yesterday and
.today were the first two days of the
VE
ARH ANXIOUS TO SI21.1, THEM TO YOU.
Jewish Pasah. On yesterday, nine Mich.
years ago, Senator Vorhees died; and
Charles
The New Mexican says:
MAVIS AN EXTRA
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
on this day, 1885, Jim Fish was conStevenson, a brick mason from Albupractices.
victed of "frenzied finance"
querque, has arrived in the city and
NEW, SNAPPY STYLES AND HAVE MADE OITK
will remain here to work at his trade.
KNOW.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
Our cut flowers are fresh, and
Good brick layers, stone masons and
sure to please.
THE TOWN IS FULL OF THIS STUFF-CLOT- HES
PRICES SO LOW THAT IT WILL BE TO YOUR
Following Is the 4 o'clock report of house carpenters are in great demand
THAT CHEAT; THEY LOOK HONEST
In this city, lluilding operations are
the arrival of passenger trains:
AND THEY COST HONEST;. BUT THERE'S A
retarded on account of the scarcity of
No. 1 Not before li:3n p. in.
ADVANTAGE TO TRADE WITH US.
these classes of labor.
FRAUD; AND YOU'LL
No. 7 Not before 11:43 p. ni.
FIND
IT WHEN YOU
T. W. Pecker, formerly sales manNo. 9 Not before 11.35 p. m.
WEAR THEM.
comager
8
10:40.
No.
First section,
for the American Lumber
MEN'S PATENT COLT SHOES OR OXFORDS
$3.50 to $4.00,
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX STAND
FOR
pany, is now connected
wit If the
No. 8 Second section, 10:50.
THe
MEN'S VICI KID SHOES OR OXFORDS
$2.50 to $4.00
AND
NO "MERCERIZED
tt
a.
4
m.
No.
Lumber company, one
About 2:05
$2.25 to $3.50
MEN'S BOX CALF SHOES OR OXFORDS
IF YOU FIND THEIR LABEL THAT'S
119 WEST SANTA FE
of the most important on the 1'acific
AVENUE.
M. O. Chadbourne left today for coast ln tne Ppacity of general man- WOMEN'S PATENT KID SHOES OR OXFORDS
WHAT YOU GET.
$2.75 to $4.00
Auto
Phone,
718.
Denver on a short business trip.
ager, having entire charge of the
WOMEN'S VICI KID SHOES OR OXFORDS
$1.75to$3.50
Romero,
Autemlo
Baca
Julian
woods nnd mill operations, with headand
OR
GRAY
WOMEN'S CANVASS OXFORDS. WHITE
$1.50to$2.25
city, are at Santa Fe on
quarters
ln Sanger, Cal.
of
this
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
'
$1.00tO$2.50
CHILDREN'S SHOES
twenty-flv- e
G. Stellmachen,
for
AND EXCHANGED
OXFORDS
AND
SLIPPERS
CHILDREN'S
$1.00to$2.00
Max Schuster, the general merchant years ln the shoe business at Tellu-ridAssociation Office
at Holbrook, is here on a visit to his
Colo., is in the city, and his old
!5h2
family.'
Transactions
friends, Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Cline, are
Guaranteed
Mrs. F. Mayer of Fairvlew is In Al showing the gentleman all courtesies
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
buquerque for a few days, registered today. Mr. Stellmachen will leave to- ROSENFIELD'S, 1 1 3 W. R. R, Ave.
night for Phoenix, but says he Is so
When
purchased at F. F. Trotter's at the Sturgea.
E. B. Harscli. the bottling works well pleased w ith Albuquerque, that he
grocery store, are sure to bring the man, .eft last night for Las egas on may return shortly and gJ into busi
!IE"eVJJ HatW )3LMVf 91 BUfi
'
ness in this city.
right flavor to all dishes Into which a business trip.
The current number of the Western
L. T. Smith and A. K. Bessette
they enter. . This is because we al- of Irs.
San Marcial are ln the city today Horseman, a magazine devoted to
ways procure the best manufactured. on business and pleasure.
lovers of the racing game, the turf
fine horses, contains a cut of Ar-li- e
We find out first what brands are reWanted, a dressmaker to call at and Frist,
for Joseph Barnett,
liable and personally guarantee them. residence, 310 South Edith street. who drovetrainer
Hulllna Morgan, with a
Mrs. William Farr.
record of 2: 14 14. champion winning
Dr. W. D. Radcllffe of Belen is In pacer of 1905, securing out of fourthe city on professional business. He teen starts, twelve first moneys, one
will return south tonight.
place end only one time unplaced.
We have made such big price reductions for this event in all departments
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Thayer of
Laft evening at the residence of
we anticipate six of the liveliest days in our history.
Golden are visiting in the city, and Rev. .1. C. Rollins, Miss Clara Mills of
Springer and George E. Whit of Las
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second street. will remain several days.
Space
not permitting, we quote here only a few prices:
Miss Mayme Highbargain left last Vegas, were united in marriage, Rev.
night for Los Angeles, where 6he will Rollins, who is gaining a territorial
Men's Hose, brown or black, our
Misses' Dretses, white cr colored,
Ladies' and Children's Oxfords,
reputation as the "marrying parson,"
regular
spend the summer with friends.
seller,
all sizes: 2 to 14 years,
tan, white and black; we offer for
T. Y. MAYNARD.
GEO. W. HICKOX.
Is
officiating.
Mills
known
well
Miss
3 PAIRS FOR 25c.
M. Q. Harden and H. M. McGrath,
25c TO $4 AND $5.
this sale at,
two prominent citizens of Lordsburg, In her home town, while Mr. White
UP TO $2.
50c
Our
best
grade
Men's
employe
well
of
Fe,
of
the Santa
Ladies' Misses' and Babies' Hats,
are on a short visit to the metropolis. is Pit
Underwear; colors, cream, nrowu
favorably known both here and
an endless variety,
Good grade of 8
Gingham,
Judge Policnrpio Armijo, who vis and
or blue; go at only,
In Las Vegas.
50c TO $7.50.
5c PER YARD.
Fe, has returned.
has
He
ited
Santa
)
OF
EXCLUSIVE
45c
ARE
REPRESENTATIVES
THE GARMENT.
Dr. W. H. Nusbaum. who had been
a son attending the St. Michael's col
Twenty yards of Unbleached
Lawn, 4c PER YARD.
in tho city on a visit to his son. Dr.
lege.
Clocks,
Alarm
The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
best $1 grade,
Muslin, 36 inches wide,
Pure Silks, all colors,
morning
this
Nusbaum,
Jay
for
left
.1. Marmon of Laguna was a visR.
ONLY
65c.
FOR $1.
The Llbbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
FROM 24c PER YARD UP.
his home at Auburn, Ind. Dr. NusIn Albuquerque yesterday, tranitor
spent, the winter in the west,
The W. A, Pickard Hand Painted China.
We give Premium Tickets for the l
sacting business, and returned home baum
China,
all
purchases.
with
cash
taking In California as well as New
Each in its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
today.
Mexico.
lie stated before departing
222 Vest Railroad Avenue
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete." 'Tis a
R. E. Chllds, represent ing
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
that he liked New Mexico very well,
In
Millinery company of St. but that ho liked California better,
value.
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing
loIxmis. is ln the city calling on the
and will probably make the Native
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
cal trade.
Son state his future home.
' SOUTH SECOND STREET.
William Dunbar, the sheepman from
THE ARCH FRONT.
Hon. Solomon l,una, who was here
the Chllilll country, is in the metrop- the past few days, on business, left
olis for a few days, transacting busi- overland for his home at Los Lunas.
ness prior to the spring lambing.
at noon today. He will remain there a
Ijouis Stickles, the old town gar- couple of days, and then leave for his
dener, says that as evidence tnat sheep ranges in western Socorro
spring has really come, he killed a county, where he will personally superintend the lambing and shearing of
snake this morning two feet long.
big flocks of sheep. He does not
If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from us SaturMiss Gladys Childers, who has been his
expect to return to this city until
day, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
at home for the Easter vacation, left about June 1.
last night for Los Angeles, to resume
Harry Weiller yesterday received a
2- Quart
l.er studies in the seminary she Is at.65c
Regular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
letter from his brother, Dave Weiller,
tending there.
3- - Quart
75c
Regular Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday
who is In Germany with Leon Hertzog,
Richard Hellor, the successful gen- also of Albuquerque. The post mara
4- - Quart
.90c
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday
eral merchant and stock raiser, of shows that the writer is in his old
,ou G
Cabezon, Is in the city today, pur- home at Pfaffenhofen, Alsace LorThey are all standard quality, hut we are overstocked, and must re&
chasing goods from local wholesale raine, the fatherland. Mr. Hertzog Is
2
duce the same before hot veathor. Don't forget the date Saturday,
merchants.
away.
home,
old
his
at
miles
three
only.
acceptone
day
Mall
24
March
orders will be
and the time
3
E, B. Stuart, treasurer of the South Mr. Weiller writes that they hud a flue
ed at the above prices.
west Printers' Supply, Los Angeles, is voyage over the big pond, encounterin the city. Mr. Stuart has been east ing tne best of weather, and that he
J, H. O'RIELLY CO , Druggists
Barnett Building
3 o
on business, and will continue homeis having the time of his life.
ward this evening.
James Devine, leader of the First
Mrs. John Burg of Washington, D. Regiment
band, and two players
oo
C, who has been visiting in Albuquer- Harry Uohlman and F. T. Squifflet,
que for several weeks past, the guest constitute a committee around today
of her mother, Mrs. M. S. Otero, left soliciting subscriptions to defray ex05 -t
last evening for the east.
penses for regular Sunday afternoon
oo
A telegraph station Is to be made and evening concerts, during the sum- point be-- mer, at Robinson city park. Those
O
at Barr siding, the half-wa- y
Cl
tween Albuquerque and Isleta, for the residing ln the immediate neighbor
get
O
park,
the
hood
of
all
and who
the
better dispatch of trains during the
3
rush season. The station will be a benefit of these delightful concerts,
box car. It is not known yet who will should become voluntary subscribers.
In any event, the committee report
get the Job.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Hudson expect people subscribing liberally, and these
Sooth First Street
North First Street
40 J,
to move Into their handsome new concerts, free to everybody, are ashome on West Gold avenue in the sured for the summer months.
next week or ten days. The residence
The sequel to Officer Patterson
is one of the nicest of Its neighborfinding a Dutchman in a horse car,
hood, and is artistically constructed, which passed through the city on
Monday evening, is that the officer
both outside and Inside.
Judge W. H. Newcomb, of Silver has a badly bruised knee, and the
N. M.
City, was ln the city between trains Santa Fe Is $33 better off than if the
this morning, while en route to Santa stowaway had got through town unFe. The judge says that mining men discovered. When the stowaway was
are extremely active ln the Silver pulled out of the hay he made a run
City district, just at present, and the for it, and according to a man who
saw the stunt, he was really a flying
town is lively with business.
Dutchman.
In chasing him, the of
Governor Herbert J. Hagerman has ficer was tripped, and bruised his
6HUR-Odecided that he will accept the
lu fallllg, Tne man was Anally
Club
of
the
tatiou
Commercial
of
the
JLI
1
captured
and
detained,
however,
RAILROAD AVE.
,
Southwest to be present at their an- llohart, theand
man who owned the horses
nual convention in St. Ixiuis next in the car, telegraphed the Dutchman
Diamonds, Watohei, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
city
week.
He will leave for that
fare to Los Angeles.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
alout April 12 or 13, and will be absent a w eek or longer.
riRST ESTABLISHED OPTICIAN IN THE CITY
Women's Juliets for house or street
patwear.
uppers,
plain
or
kid
Soft
Rev. K. II Crawford of tho Christian
Room 1 0, Whiting Blk.
church is now a full fledged citizen of ent leather tips, low leather or rubber
Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street.
Appointment
Made at Vann'a Drug Btoro.
the great and glorious United States, heels, linht, flexible soles, noiseless.
Unsurpassed as to comfort. Prices
range from $LS" to $1.7.". C. May's
Shoe Store, ol4 West Railroad avenue.
The
Carnival to be given by H
the Presbyterian
ladies, will take
place Saturday evening in the vacant
stole loom at Zi South Second
to E. J. POST & COMPANY
streit. Kabbit eggs in many colors
will
will be
mi sale and eggs
served id order.
)
W!.. ' we save you on a buggy will
Ko a
ens way towards a new
ne-Carriage Co.
enm-pun-

ALL-WOO-

v,

EASTER

L

Prices Are Right.

Write

IVES,

Hume-Benne-

rLomsr

COT-TON-

;"

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avemme Cloftlhuer

R.R.

e,

ALL-WOO-

Easter Sale Thursday, April 12th
Until WEDNESDAY, April 18th

F. F. TROTTER

that

1

I

The Hickox - Maynatd Co.

c

d

Rosen-thal-Slo-

KEMPENiCH

an

I

Do You Use

pany

Whitney

a Fountain Syringe
........

HOSE, FLORAL SETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

Q

CEMENT
GLASS
DOORS

LUMBER

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

N

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

H3, US,' Ml

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

First and Marquette,

Albuquerque,

Diamond" Palace

J

403

PURE DRUGS

DOCTOR OF OPTICS
N

invi-jkn(;- (1

1 1 1 1

I

Fine Jewelry

Stationery

Lowney's Candies

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

RlcSNTOSM MARDViARB COMPANY
Successors

g

Wholesale
and Retail

WE

Fit you first and

This Label Stands for 5 Years
of Knowing How

sell

to you afterwards

Your
now

Easter

tm

A

Outfit

;

now ;

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

REFRIGERATORS

Mianteed Runabout, worth $12it,
Albuquerque Carriage Co.

'."i.

HOUSE FOR RENT
FURNITURE OF SAME FOR
SALE. FINE LOCATION;
GREAT
BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'S

ICE CREAM

ROOMING

AND

FREEZERS

RUBBER HOSE

SONS.

The Tailor
you first and
fits you afterwards
sometimes

RrciiTtuo

C?

leu wxMjm.K

Sells

j

See Our Windows

j

Remember
We have the largest
line of Fancy Vests in
town

o

119

it Gold

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122

S.

.

M

13 Gold Avenue
Eyes

LENSES 6R0UNO ON PREMISES

ALBUQUERQUE,

H

Seecid

M
.

j

SPADES,

SHOVELS

RAhES
GARDEN BARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue

M

Tested.

I SCREENS

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

BebberOpticalCo.
Cms

GARDEN TOOLS

WIPE WINDOW

35
CENTS DINNER.
REGULAR
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY. AT
ZEICEtTS RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

1

We

and Retail

s.

Select

1

Wholesale

-

-

-

NEW MEXICO
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